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Unit 2: Numbers 1-10 
At a Glance 
 

Unit 2 is estimated to be completed in 23-24 days including 2 days for assessment. 

This unit is divided into four sections including 21 lessons and 1 optional lesson.   

• Section A—Count and Compare Groups of Objects (Lessons 1-6)  
• Section B—Count and Compare Groups of Images  (Lessons 7-11)  
• Section C—Connect Quantities and Numbers (Lessons 12-16) 
• Section D—Compare Numbers (Lessons 17-22) 

 

On pages 7-10 of this Teacher Guide is a chart that identifies the section each lesson belongs in 
and the materials needed for each lesson. 

This unit uses eleven student centers. 

• Math Fingers 
• Pattern Blocks 
• Picture Books 
• Shake and Spill 
• Number Race 
• Less Same More 
• Math Stories 
• Connecting Cubes 
• Bingo 
• Geoblocks 
• Math Libs 

 





Unit 2: Numbers 1–10
Unit Learning Goals

Students answer “how many” questions, count out, and compare groups within 10. Students write a
number to represent how many.

•

In this unit, students continue to develop counting concepts and skills, including comparing, while
learning to write numbers.

Previously, students answered “how many” and “are there enough” questions and counted groups of
up to 10 objects. They also learned the structures and routines for activities and centers.

Here, students rely on familiar activity structures to build their counting skills and concepts. First, they
count and compare the number of objects, and then do the same with groups of images. The images
are given in different arrangements—in lines, arrays, number cube patterns, on 5-frames—to help
students connect different representations to the same number.

Use of fingers and 5-frames to represent numbers are emphasized and encouraged because they can
help students see the structure of numbers 6–10 as . (Ten-frames will be introduced in a later
unit.) Fingers are also helpful for counting and are always available.

In these materials, quantities represented with fingers are shown, from students’ perspective, to start
with the left pinky. Numbers 6–10 continue with the thumb on the right hand. When demonstrating
numbers on fingers for students, begin with the right pinky so that students see the fingers being held
up from left to right.

Students can represent numbers with their fingers in any way, as long as they show the correct
number of fingers. It may be helpful to students to hold their fingers down on the table or on their lap
to represent 8 and 9.

To compare the number of objects or images, students start by using terms such as “fewer” and
“more.” Later, when comparing written numbers, the term “less” is introduced. In general, “less” is used
to compare numerals, and “fewer” is used to compare groups of objects. Students may use these
terms interchangeably at first, but will develop proficiency with the distinction over time.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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e tion : ount an  om are Grou s o  b e ts

tan ar s lignments

e tion Learning Goals

ddressing K. , K. . .1, K. . . , K. . . , K. . . .b, K. . .5, K. . .6

onnect quantities with spoken number words.

ount and compare up to 10 objects and know the number remains the same regardless of the
arrangement of the objects.

In this section, students count to answer “how many” questions and develop their understanding of the
connection between quantities and spoken number words.

Students are encouraged to use their fingers to count. They may also continue to use any tools and
resources from earlier work, such as counting mats and 5-frames, as well as bring objects from home
to count. s students count and rearrange objects, students notice that the arrangement of objects
does not affect the number of objects (conservation of number). They will continue to build this
understanding over time.

Students also develop their comparison skills. They start with quantities that are very different and can
be compared visually, such as  and 2, and relate the comparisons to the terms “more” and “fewer,”
which may be new. (Students do not need to produce grammatically accurate language, but the
teacher should use “fewer” or “less” as appropriate in conte t.)

isplay and write the number associated with a quantity whenever possible. Students will begin
recognizing, representing, and writing numbers in the second half of the unit.

PL  Lesson , ctivity 2, Introduce Shake and Spill  Which Is ore

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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e tion : ount an  om are Grou s o  mages

tan ar s lignments

e tion Learning Goals

ddressing K. . , K. . . , K. . . .b, K. . .5, K. . .6
uilding Towards K. . .6

onnect quantities with spoken number words.

ount and compare up to 10 images in organized arrangements and know the number remains
the same regardless of the order in which the images are counted.

Students begin this section by counting images for the first time. This can be more challenging, as
images cannot be rearranged, and students may not have limited e perience with keeping track of
counted items.

Students encounter groups of images in lines, arrays, 5-frames, number cube arrangements, and on
fingers. They may be able to determine the cardinality of some groups of images without counting
(subitize), which is a valid way to answer “how many” questions.

Images arranged on 5-frames and images of fingers allow students to work with the structure of “5 and
some more.” epeated e perience with this structure can help students see that they can count on
from 5 to determine how many images there are.

Here, students also answer “are there enough” questions.

“Are there enough cartons of milk for each student? How do you know?”

PL  Lesson 9, ctivity 2, ore and Fewer with 5-frames and Fingers

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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e tion : onne t uantities an  Numbers

tan ar s lignments

e tion Learning Goals

ddressing K. , K. . . , K. . . , K. . .5, K. . .6
uilding Towards K. , K. . . , K. . . .c

onnect quantities with spoken number words and written numbers.

Understand the relationship between number and quantity.

Previously, students counted and made connections between quantities and spoken number words. In
this section, students write numbers to represent quantities. To develop students’ familiarity with
written numbers, consider providing a reference sheet with numbers and quantities in 5-frames.

Students also e plore new counting tasks  counting images arranged in a circle, and counting objects
or drawing images to represent given numbers. Images arranged in a circle are harder to quantify than
those in lines, arrays, or frames because there is no defined starting or stopping point. It requires
students to develop a method to keep track of which images they have counted.

reating or drawing a collection with a specified number of items is also more demanding as students
need to keep track of the number they are representing and how many they have already counted. In
many activities, students have opportunities to look for and make use of structure to help them with
the tasks at hand ( P ).

“ raw a line from each num er to the grou of dots that it matches ”

PL  Lesson 1 , ctivity 1, Toppings on Pizza

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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e tion : om are Numbers

tan ar s lignments

e tion Learning Goals

ddressing K. . . , K. . . , K. . . .c, K. . .5, K. . .6, K. . .
uilding Towards K. . .

ompare written numbers 1–10.

In this section, students develop their capacity to compare written numbers. s they count, students
can see that the numbers get larger and that there is 1 more each time. Here, they determine “1 more”
and “1 less” than a given number or group of objects, strengthening their understanding of the
relationships between numbers and the foundation for comparing numbers.

Students may compare written numbers in several ways

reate representations of each number and use the representations to compare.

Use number sense (for instance, that 10 is a “big” number) or mental images of numbers (for
instance,  relates to  fingers).

Use the knowledge of the count sequence  that numbers that come later in the count sequence
are greater.

Students who use number sense or mental images may be able to easily compare some numbers but
not others. For instance, they may know that 9 is close to 10 or all the fingers in two hands and  is
associated with fingers in one hand, so 9 is more than .

•
•
•

PL  Lesson 18, Warm-up, ct It ut  Forks for inner

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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roug out t e Unit

Students are introduced to the horal ount routine in this unit. The also continue to develop the
routines already introduced.

uring centers, students trace and write numbers. Number writing practice can also happen during
other parts of the day, such as during writing or handwriting activities. rayons, colored pencils,
markers, glue sticks, and paint brushes with water can be used to trace and write numbers to increase
student engagement. eversals are common when students begin writing numbers, so the emphasis is
on writing a number that is recognizable to others with practice.

Students are introduced to new centers that support the work of this unit. enters to revisit from
previous units are also suggested in each section. Feel free to incorporate other centers that have been
previously introduced based on student need and interest.

In ctivity , students participate in centers and often the activity synthesis focuses on habits of how
students work in centers. Teachers may choose to complete the lesson synthesis, which is focused on
the learning goal of the lesson, after ctivity 2, before students transition to working in centers.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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aterials Nee e
L SS N TH P

.1 aterials from previous
centers

• ath Fingers ards (groups of 2)•

.2 5-frames

onnecting cubes

ups

aterials from previous
centers

Two-color counters

•
•
•
•
•

none•

. ags (brown paper)

olored pencils, crayons,
or markers

onnecting cubes

ounters

aterials from a previous
activity

aterials from previous
centers

Pattern blocks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)

Number ace Stage 1 ecording Sheet for
Tracing (groups of 1)

•
•

. onnecting cubes

ounters

ups

aterials from previous
centers

Two-color counters

•
•
•
•
•

none•

.5 ollections of objects

onnecting cubes

aterials from previous
centers

•
•
•

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)

ath Fingers ards (groups of 2)
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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.6 ags (brown paper)

onnecting cubes

aterials from previous
centers

•
•
•

none•

. hart paper

ounters

aterials from previous
centers

•
•
•

Images in Stations (groups of 0)

ath Stories Stage 1 and  Pictures (groups of
8)

•
•

.8 aterials from previous
centers

• uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)•

.9 ounters

aterials from a previous
activity

aterials from previous
centers

•
•
•

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

ompare 5-frame ards (groups of 1)

ingo Stage 1 ards (groups of )

ingo Stages 1-  ameboard (groups of )

•
•
•
•

.10 aterials from a previous
lesson

aterials from previous
centers

•
•

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

Image ards rade K (groups of 2)

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)

•
•
•

.11 aterials from previous
centers

Sheet protectors

•
•

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

Image ards rade K (groups of 2)

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)

•
•
•

.12 ags (brown paper)

ollections of objects

olored pencils, crayons,
or markers

onnecting cubes

aterials from previous
centers

•
•
•
•
•

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with 5-Frames
(groups of 2)

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)

Number ace Stage 1 ecording Sheet for
Writing (groups of 1)

•
•
•

.1 aterials from a previous
activity

aterials from previous
centers

•
•

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with 5-Frames
(groups of 2)

ircle ards (groups of 2)

Sort y Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)

•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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.1 hart paper

onnecting cubes

ounters

eoblocks

aterials from previous
centers

Number cards 0–10

Pattern blocks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number ards (0-10) (groups of 2)

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with 5-Frames
(groups of 2)

ingo Stages 1-  ameboard (groups of )

•
•
•

.15 hart paper

onnecting cubes

aterials from previous
centers

•
•
•

ath Libs Scenes (groups of 2)

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)
•
•

.16 ags (brown paper)

ollections of objects

aterials from previous
centers

Sticky notes

•
•
•
•

ath Stories Stage 1 ecording Sheet (groups
of 2)

ath Stories Stage 1 and  Pictures (groups of
8)

•
•

.1 onnecting cubes

aterials from a previous
activity

aterials from previous
centers

Number cards 0–10

•
•
•
•

none•

.18 onnecting cubes

aterials from previous
centers

Number cards 0–10

•
•
•

none•

.19 aterials from previous
centers

• Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)

Number and Image ards (groups of 2)
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Unit 2 aterials Needed 9



.20 hart paper

olored pencils, crayons,
or markers

onnecting cubes or
counters

aterials from previous
centers

•
•
•
•

none•

.21 onnecting cubes or
counters

aterials from previous
centers

•
•

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)•

.22 olored pencils or crayons• Pizza rders (groups of 1)•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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enter: at  ingers 
tage 1: o  an  a
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 1.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 2.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 12.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 15.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

Students choose a card. ne partner shows the same number of fingers as the card and the other partner
says the number of fingers shown.

tan ar s lignments

tage 2: e er or ore
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 5.2 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 15.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (addressing)

ddressing K.

aterials to o

ath Fingers ards (groups of 2)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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tage Narrati e

Students choose a card. ne partner uses their fingers to show a quantity that is fewer than the fingers on
the card. The other partner uses their fingers to show a quantity that is more.

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

aterials to o

ath Fingers ards (groups of 2)

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten12



enter: attern lo s 
tage 1: lore
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 1.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 2.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students have free e ploration time with pattern blocks.

tan ar s lignments

tage 2: u les
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 1.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 2.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students use pattern blocks to fill in puzzles where the edges of each shape do not touch.

tan ar s lignments

ddressing K. . , K. , K. . .

aterials to Gat er

Pattern blocks

ddressing K.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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tage : Get an  uil
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 1.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 2.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students use a specified number of each pattern block to build a creation of their choice.

tan ar s lignments

aterials to Gat er

Pattern blocks

aterials to o

Pattern locks Stage 2 at (groups of 2)

ddressing K. , K. . . , K. .

aterials to Gat er

Pattern blocks

aterials to o

Pattern locks Stage  irections (groups of 2)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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enter: i ture oo s –
tage 1: lore
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 1.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 2.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students look at picture books and identify groups of objects. They may recognize small quantities or count
to figure out how many.

tan ar s lignments

itional n ormation

ach group of 2 needs at least one picture book that shows groups with different numbers of objects
throughout the book.

tage 2: reate
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 1.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 2.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students create their own picture book representing different numbers.

ddressing K. . .

aterials to Gat er

Picture books

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Unit 2 enter  Picture ooks (K–5) 15



tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .

aterials to Gat er

olored pencils or crayons

aterials to o

Picture ooks Stage 2 ecording Sheet (groups of
1)

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten16



enter: a e an  ill –2
tage 1: ount
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 2.2 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 2.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

Students decide together how many counters to use (up to 10). They take turns shaking and spilling the
counters. oth partners count the counters. Then, they choose a different number of counters and repeat.

Students may choose to use the 5-frame to organize the counters.

tan ar s lignments

itional n ormation

ach group of 2 needs a cup and 10 two-color counters.

tage 2: i  s ore
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. .2 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (addressing)

ddressing K. . . .b, K. . .5

aterials to Gat er

5-frames, ups, Two-color counters

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Unit 2 enter  Shake and Spill (K–2) 17



tage Narrati e

Students decide together how many counters to use (up to 10). They take turns shaking and spilling the
counters. They compare the number of red and yellow counters and describe their comparisons using the
language “more than,” “fewer than,” and “the same as.”

Students may choose to use the 5-frame to organize the counters.

tan ar s lignments

itional n ormation

ach group of 2 needs a cup and 10 two-color counters.

ddressing K. . .6

aterials to Gat er

5-frames, ups, Two-color counters

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten18



enter: Number a e –1
tage 1: Numbers to 10
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 8.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 9.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 10.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 12.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 15.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 18.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 19.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 20.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 21.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

Students take turns rolling a connecting cube onto a number mat and write the number (1–10) they land on, 
on the recording sheet. Students may want to use colored pencils to write the numbers.

ariation:

Students may use the introduction master that allows them to trace each number to support their number 
writing skills.

tan ar s lignments

ddressing K. . .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Unit 2 enter  Number ace (K–1) 19



itional n ormation

ach group of 2 needs 1 connecting cube.

aterials to Gat er

olored pencils, crayons, or markers, onnecting
cubes

aterials to o

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2), Number ace
Stage 1 ecording Sheet for Tracing (groups of 1),
Number ace Stage 1 ecording Sheet for Writing
(groups of 1)

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten20



enter: Less ame ore 
tage 1: Grou s o  b e ts
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 5.1 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 5.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 6.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 10.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 19.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 20.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 21.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

Students choose a collection of objects and place the objects in the bo  at the top of the mat. They complete
the mat to show groups that have fewer, the same, or more objects than the original amount.

tan ar s lignments

itional n ormation

ive at least 2 collections of between 2 and 9 objects per group of 2.

tage 2: mages
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 10.2 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 10.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 19.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 20.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 21.  (addressing)

ddressing K. . .6

aterials to Gat er

ollections of objects, onnecting cubes

aterials to o

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Unit 2 enter  Less Same ore (K) 21



tage Narrati e

Students choose a card with an image and place it in the bo  at the top of the mat. They continue choosing
cards and place them on the mat based on whether they show fewer, the same, or more images than the
original amount.

tan ar s lignments

tage : ra ings
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 11.2 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 19.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 20.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 21.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

Students choose a card with an image and place it in the bo  at the top of the mat. They complete the mat
by drawing to show groups that have fewer, the same, or more images than the original amount.

tan ar s lignments

tage : Numbers an  mages
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 19.2 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 19.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 20.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 21.  (addressing)

ddressing K. . .6

aterials to o

Image ards rade K (groups of 2), Less, Same, ore
at (groups of 2)

ddressing K. . .6

aterials to o

Image ards rade K (groups of 2), Less, Same, ore
at (groups of 2)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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tage Narrati e

Students use cards that have a number and an image. Students choose a card and place it at the top of the
mat. They continue choosing cards and determining whether each shows less, the same, or more than the
original amount.

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6, K. . .

aterials to o

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2), Number and
Image ards (groups of 2)

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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enter: at  tories –2
tage 1: o  an
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 8.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 9.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 10.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 16.1 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 18.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

Students ask and answer “how many” questions about pictures and represent the quantity with a number.

ariation:

Pages of picture books can also be offered to help students generate stories.

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . .5

aterials to o

ath Stories Stage 1 and  Pictures (groups of 8),
ath Stories Stage 1 ecording Sheet (groups of 2)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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enter: onne ting ubes 
tage 1: lore
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 8.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 9.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 10.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students have free e ploration time with connecting cubes.

tan ar s lignments

tage 2: uil  to at
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 8.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 9.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 10.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students look at images of objects made of connecting cubes and build an object to match.

tan ar s lignments

ddressing K. . , K. . , K.

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes

ddressing K. .

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes

aterials to o

onnecting ubes Stage 2 ards (groups of 2)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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tage : Get an  uil
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 8.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 9.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 10.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students use a specified number of each color of connecting cubes to build an object of their choice.

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. , K. . . , K. .

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes

aterials to o

onnecting ubes Stage  irections (groups of 2)

•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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enter: ingo 
tage 1: mages
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 9.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 10.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 11.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 15.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

ne student chooses a card with an image and all students in the group can place a counter on their
gameboard over a group that has the same number of images.

tan ar s lignments

tage 2: mages an  Numbers
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 15.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

ne student chooses a number card and all students in the group can place a counter on their gameboard
over a group that has that number of images.

tan ar s lignments

ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

aterials to Gat er

ounters

aterials to o

ingo Stage 1 ards (groups of ), ingo Stages 1-
ameboard (groups of )

ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

aterials to Gat er

ounters, Number cards 0–10

aterials to o

ingo Stages 1-  ameboard (groups of )

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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enter: Geoblo s –1
tage 1: lore
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 12.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 15.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students have free e ploration time with geoblocks.

tan ar s lignments

tage 2: uil  to at
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 12.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 15.  (supporting)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (supporting)

tage Narrati e

Students use solid shapes to build objects pictured on cards.

tan ar s lignments

ddressing K.

aterials to Gat er

eoblocks

ddressing K.

aterials to Gat er

eoblocks, Solid shapes

aterials to o

eoblocks Stage 2 (groups of 8)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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enter: at  Libs 
tage 1: ra  1–10
ti ities

Kindergarten.2. 15.2 (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 15.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 16.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 1 .  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 18.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 19.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 20.  (addressing)

Kindergarten.2. 21.  (addressing)

tage Narrati e

Students roll a cube onto a number mat and write the number in the space provided ne t to one of the
images. They draw a scene with the appropriate number of that image. Students repeat until each image
has a number ne t to it and all of the images have been drawn in the scene.

tan ar s lignments

itional n ormation

ive 1 connecting cube per group of 2.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .5

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes

aterials to o

ath Libs Scenes (groups of 2), Number at 1-10
(groups of 2)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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e tion : ount an  om are Grou s o  b e ts

Lesson 1: ingers as a at  ool

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to recognize, name, and show quantities with their fingers.

ddressing K. , K. . .1, K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ecognize and name groups of 1–10 fingers
without counting.

Show the number of fingers for a spoken
number name.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s show numbers with our fingers.

Fingers are helpful for representing quantities because they are familiar and always available to
students. Sometimes students may be embarrassed about using their fingers. Students should be
encouraged to use their fingers whenever they find them helpful. In upcoming lessons, students may
find using their fingers helpful when comparing quantities. In later units, students may find using their
fingers helpful with topics such as counting on and addition and subtraction. The structure of fingers
also encourages students to notice how numbers are related to 5 and 10. The kindergarten materials
always show quantities beginning with the left pinky. Numbers 6–10 continue with the thumb on the
right hand.

When demonstrating this, begin with the right pinky and palms facing out, so that students see the
fingers raising from left to right. When students raise their fingers in this way, their palms will be facing
out. While this is the way the curriculum presents quantities on fingers for consistency, any way that
students choose or are able to represent quantities on their fingers should be accepted.

•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

horal ount (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

aterials to o

ath Fingers ards (groups of 2)  ctivity 

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 10 min

ctivity 25 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

When do your students feel successful in math
How do you know

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Say one number for each object.

nswer how many without counting again.

ddressing K. . .

•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Use the structure of 5 (in 5-frames or fingers) to count on from 5 to tell how many.

horal ount  Fingers and ounting

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. , K. . .1

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to practice the verbal count sequence to 10 and show
quantities with their fingers.

nstru tional outines

horal ount

tu ent es onses

Students count to 10 and put up 1 finger for each
number.

Laun

“Let’s count to 10.”

ount to 10 as a class.

ti it

“ s I count to 10, put up 1 finger for each
number.”

ount to 10 as students put up their fingers.

emonstrate counting to 10, putting up 1
finger for each number.

“Now let’s count to 10 with our fingers. ach
time you say a number, put up 1 finger.”

ount to 10 as a class using fingers 2–
times.

•

egin Lesson

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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nt esis

“ s you count and put up your fingers, I will
write the numbers.”

Write numbers 1–10 as students count and
put up their fingers.

How any Fingers

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

The purpose of this activity is for students to recognize and name quantities 1–10 represented on
fingers. Students may count to determine how many fingers are held up in this activity. With
repeated e perience, students begin to recognize quantities represented with fingers without
counting ( P , P8).

tu ent es onses

Students determine how many fingers their
partner is holding up.

Laun

roups of 2

Hold up  fingers.

“How many fingers am I holding up ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

epeat with 6 fingers.

“Take turns playing with your partner. ne
partner holds up some fingers. The other
partner figures out how many fingers they
are holding up.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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nt esis

Hold up 2 fingers.

“How do you know how many fingers I am
holding up ” (I can just see that there are
2.)

Hold up 5 fingers.

“How do you know how many fingers I am
holding up ” (I know that there are 5
fingers on a hand.)

“In the ne t activity, we will practice
showing a given number with our fingers.”

Show Some Fingers

ti it  2 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

The purpose of this activity is for students to show quantities 1–10 with fingers. Students may
count each finger to show the given amount or may automatically know how many fingers to hold
up.

 iscussion u orts Invite students to chorally repeat numbers in unison 1–2 times. Use
gestures to emphasize connections between the displayed numeral and the number of fingers.
Ad ances  eaking  e resenting

ess or nglis  Learners

e resentation  Access for erce tion Synthesis  Students might need support when they see the
hands being mirrored as they show their partner or their teacher shows them their hands. Use
your hand to show students that the hand gestures are the same number of fingers.
u orts accessi ility for  isual atial rocessing

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

•
•

•
•

•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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tu ent a ing as  tatement

1

5

6

8

10

9

2

tu ent es onses

Students hold up the given number of fingers.

Laun

roups of 2

ti it

“When I say a number, hold up that many
fingers. Then check with your partner to
see if you are holding up the same number
of fingers.”

Write or display “1”.

“Hold up 1 finger.”

0 seconds  independent work time

“ heck with your partner to see if you are
holding up the same number of fingers.”

1 minute  partner discussion

epeat the steps with the rest of the
numbers. Write or display and say each
number from the student workbook.

nt esis

“Show a number using only one hand.”

“Show a number using two hands.”

“Which numbers can you show on one
hand ” (I can show  on one hand with 
fingers. I can hold up 5 fingers.)

“Which numbers do you need two hands to
show ” (I need two hands to show 10
fingers. There are only 5 fingers on my
hand so I need the other hand to show
more than 5.)

Introduce ath Fingers, Show and Say

ti it  25 min

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Pattern locks, Stages 1-

Picture ooks, Stages 1 and 2

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 1 of the ath Fingers center. Students
hold up the number of fingers shown on a card and their partner determines how many fingers
they are holding up. While students may put up fingers in any order, demonstrate by raising
fingers starting with the right pinky with palms facing out towards students. Students may count
the fingers or recognize the quantity without counting. Students may also count on from 5 to
determine how many fingers when 6–10 fingers are displayed. When students connect the
number shown on the card to the number of fingers they hold up, they reason abstractly and
quantitatively ( P2).

fter they participate in the center, students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

Pattern locks

Picture ooks

Students will choose from these centers throughout the section. Keep materials from these
centers organized to use each day.

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

aterials to o

ath Fingers ards (groups of 2)

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ath Fingers

Laun

roups of 2

isplay a card.

“Hold up your fingers like you see on the
card.”

0 seconds  independent work time

“How many fingers are you holding up ”

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Pattern locks

Picture ooks

ti it

ive each group of students a set of cards.

“Flip over one card and put it in between
you and your partner. ecide who will go
first.”

“ ne partner will hold up their fingers like
the fingers on the card. The other partner
will figure out and say how many fingers
their partner is holding up. Take turns
playing with your partner.”

 minutes  partner work time

“Now you can choose another center. ou
can also continue playing ath Fingers.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

10 minutes  center work time

If time, invite students to choose another
center.

nt esis

“Today we learned a new center using our
fingers and cards. What can you do to take
care of the cards to make sure that we can
use them to play the game again ” (We can
make sure we don’t bend them. We can
make sure we put them all back when we
are done.)

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we used our fingers as math tools to show numbers. Tell your partner which number was your
favorite to show using your fingers and why it was your favorite.”

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Lesson 2: ount an  rrange

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to count objects and notice that the arrangement of a group
of objects does not change the number of objects.

ddressing K. , K. . .1, K. . . , K. . . .b, K. . .5

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ount groups of up to 10 objects.

Understand that the arrangement of
objects does not change the number of
objects.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out how many objects we have.

Students count the same group of objects in different arrangements several times throughout the
lesson. It is important that students repeatedly e perience counting the same group of objects in
different arrangements to learn that the arrangement does not change the quantity. This
understanding develops over time and it is not necessary for all students to articulate at the end of this
lesson. Students may continue to recount the same group of objects that has been rearranged until
they are confident that the quantity remains the same. This concept will be revisited in future lessons
and units.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ction and pression ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 1)

nstru tional outines

horal ount (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

5-frames  ctivity 1, ctivity 2

onnecting cubes  ctivity 1

ups  ctivity 2

•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Two-color counters  ctivity 2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 10 min

ctivity 25 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

What was the best question you asked students
today  Why would you consider it the best
based on what students said or did

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Say one number for each object.

nswer how many without counting again.

nswer how many about a group that has been rearranged without counting again.

Use the structure of 5 (in 5-frames or fingers) to count on from 5 to tell how many.

ddressing K. . .

•
•
•
•

egin Lesson

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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horal ount  Fingers and Numbers

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. , K. . .1

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to practice the verbal count sequence to 10 and show
quantities with their fingers.

nstru tional outines

horal ount

tu ent es onses

Students count to 10 and put up 1 finger for each
number.

Laun

roups of 2

“ s I count to 10, put up 1 finger as I say each
number.”

ount to 10 as students put up their fingers.

ti it

“Now let’s count to 10 with our fingers. ach
time you say a number, put up 1 finger.”

ount to 10 as a class using fingers 2–
times.

“ s you count and put up your fingers, I will
write the numbers.”

Write numbers 1–10 as students count and
put up their fingers.

nt esis

“Work with your partner to count to 10. ne
partner says the numbers from 1 to 10 while
the other partner puts up their fingers.”

Switch roles.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
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ount, earrange, ount

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . . .b, K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to notice that the arrangement of a group of objects
does not change the number of objects. Students grab a handful of connecting cubes and count
to see how many they have. They then rearrange the connecting cubes using a 5-frame and
discover that although the connecting cubes are arranged differently, the number of connecting
cubes stays the same. This understanding develops over time with repeated e perience working
with quantities in many different arrangements. Students may continue to recount the objects in
this and future lessons until they understand and are confident that the number of objects
remains the same when they are rearranged.

 iscussion u orts Synthesis  Invite students to use gestures as they count their collections
aloud.
Ad ances  eaking  e resenting

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to Gat er

5-frames, onnecting cubes

tu ent a ing as  tatement

tu ent es onses

Students count and rearrange the connecting
cubes. Students may count the connecting
cubes again or know that the quantity is the
same without recounting.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group of students connecting
cubes.

“We are going to play a game with our
connecting cubes and 5-frame.”

“ ne person will grab a handful of
connecting cubes and figure out and tell
their partner how many there are.”

“Then the other partner will organize the
connecting cubes using the 5-frame, and
figure out and tell their partner how many

•
•
•
•

•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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there are.”

“Take turns playing with your partner.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

onitor for students who notice that the
number of objects is the same after they
are rearranged.

nt esis

isplay 6 connecting cubes.

“How can I figure out how many connecting
cubes there are ” ( ou can count them. ou
can put them in a line and count them.)

emonstrate or invite a student to
demonstrate counting the connecting
cubes.

“Tell your partner how many connecting
cubes there are.” (There are 6 connecting
cubes.)

earrange the connecting cubes on the
5-frame, putting each cube in a square and
one cube under the 5-frame, as pictured

“How can I figure out how many connecting
cubes there are ” (There are still 6, you just
moved them around. ou can count them.)

Invite a student to e plain how they know
that there are still 6 connecting cubes
without counting them again.

If needed, invite a student to count the
connecting cubes.

“There are still 6 connecting cubes. We
moved them around, but there are still the
same number of connecting cubes.”

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs 10 two-color counters and 1 cup.

Introduce Shake and Spill, ount

ti it  2 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . . .b, K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 1 of the Shake and Spill center. Students
shake and spill 6–10 counters. ecause the counters will be scattered when they are spilled,
students will likely rearrange the counters to make them easier to count. oth partners count the
counters, which allows them to confirm that they have counted accurately. s students shake and
spill the same number of counters multiple times, they notice that the number stays the same
each time. fter multiple rounds, students may not need to recount the counters to state how
many there are. When students notice a pattern or repetitive action in computation, they look for
and e press regularity in repeated reasoning ( P8).

Action and ression  nternali e ecuti e unctions heck for understanding by inviting students
to rephrase game directions in their own words. e sure unused counters are removed from the
area so there is no confusion when counting counters after the “spill.”
u orts accessi ility for  emory rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

5-frames, ups, Two-color counters

tu ent es onses

Students shake, spill, and count the counters.
Students my count the counters again after they
are spilled or know that the quantity is the same
without recounting.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group 1 cup and 10 two-color
counters. ive students access to
5-frames.

“We are going to learn a new center called
Shake and Spill. Let s play a round
together.”

•

•
•

•
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“ hoose who will go first and start with all
of the counters in the cup. Shake the cup
and spill the counters on the table.”

0 seconds  partner work time

“Take turns figuring out how many
counters there are. When you know how
many counters there are, tell your partner
and see if you both agree.”

1 minute  partner work time

“Put the counters back into the cup, shake
them and spill them again. Take turns
figuring out how many counters there are
and share with your partner.”

1 minute  partner work time

“Now you can take turns playing with your
partner. Take some of the counters out of
the cup and put them away so that you are
using a different number of counters this
time. emember to spill the counters,
figure out how many there are, spill the
counters again, and figure out how many
there are.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay  counters.

“Han counted  counters. Han’s partner put
the same counters back in the cup and
shook them up. He spilled them out and
counted them. How many counters do you
think Han’s partner counted ” ( . They are
the same  counters even if they look
different.)

If needed, demonstrate or invite a student
to place the  counters in a cup, spill them,
and count them.

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
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an ing tu ent in ing

If students count some counters more than one time or do not count some counters, consider
asking

“Which counters have you counted already  How do you know ”

“How can you keep track of the counters that you ve counted so that you count each counter
one time ”

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Shake and Spill, Stage 1

ath Fingers, Stage 1

Pattern locks, Stages 1-

Picture ooks, Stages 1 and 2

enters  hoice Time

ti it  25 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice with
number and counting concepts.

Students choose from any stage of previously introduced centers.

Shake and Spill

ath Fingers

Pattern locks

Picture ooks

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Shake and Spill ath Fingers

Pattern locks Picture ooks

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned. ou can
also choose to keep playing Shake and
Spill.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

10 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

10 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“While you played Shake and Spill, did you
and your partner get the same number
when you both counted the counters  Why
or why not ” (We got the same number. We
both counted all of the counters one time.)

Lesson nt esis 5 min

isplay  objects in a line.

“How many objects are there ”

Invite a student to count the objects or point to each object as the class counts.

rrange the same  objects on a 5-frame, with the 2 additional objects arranged under the 5-frame, as
show in this image

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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“How can we figure out how many objects there are ” (There are still  because they are the same
objects. We can count them.)

Invite a student to count the objects or point to each object as the class counts.

“There are still  objects. We rearranged the objects, but there are still .”

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Lesson : Grou s t at Loo  er  i erent

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to compare groups of objects with very different quantities.

ddressing K. , K. . .1, K. . . , K. . .5, K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ompare groups of up to 10 objects.

Identify and create groups that have more
or fewer with very different quantities.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out if there are more green
triangles or more orange squares.

Since this is the first activity where students compare the number of objects in groups, the numbers
selected allow students to visually determine which groups have more objects and which groups have
fewer. Students are introduced to the language “more” and “ e er”, however they are not required to
produce this language until a future lesson. s you ask students to compare quantities, vary between
using “fewer” and “more”. ecause “more” occurs regularly in everyday speech, students may be
comfortable with “more” initially, but need many chances to hear “fewer” to describe the number of
objects in groups. In this lesson, students can compare groups of objects without counting, but are
asked to count to answer “how many” questions. This continues to give students practice counting up
to 10 objects and begins working toward counting to compare.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ngagement ( ctivity )

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 1)

nstru tional outines

horal ount (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper)  ctivity 1

olored pencils, crayons, or markers
ctivity 

aterials to o

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)  ctivity 

Number ace Stage 1 ecording Sheet for
Tracing (groups of 1)  ctivity 

•
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onnecting cubes  ctivity 1, ctivity 

ounters  ctivity 2

aterials from a previous activity  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Pattern blocks  ctivity 1

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 10 min

ctivity 25 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

Who got to do math today in class and how do
you know  Identify the norms or routines that
allowed those students to engage in
mathematics. How can you adjust these norms
and routines so all students do math tomorrow

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Say one number for each object.

nswer how many without counting again.

nswer how many about a group that has been rearranged without counting again.

Use the structure of 5 (in 5-frames or fingers) to count on from 5 to tell how many.

ompare the number of objects in groups.

ake groups with more, fewer, or the same number of objects than a given group.

ddressing K. . .6

•
•
•
•
•
•
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horal ount  epresent with Fingers and Numbers

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. , K. . .1

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to practice the verbal count sequence to 10 and show
quantities on their fingers.

nstru tional outines

horal ount

tu ent es onses

Students count to 10 and put up 1 finger for each
number.

Laun

“ ount to 10 with your fingers. ach time you
say a number, put up 1 finger.”

ount to 10 as a class using fingers.

ti it

“ s you count and put up your fingers, I will
write the numbers.”

Write numbers 1–10 as students count and
put up their fingers.

nt esis

Point to “ ” and say “Hold up  fingers.”

epeat with 5, 6, and 10.

ore or Fewer Pattern locks

ti it  1 10 min

egin Lesson

•
•

•
•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs a bag with 8 to 10 green triangle pattern blocks and 1 to  orange square
pattern blocks.

6 connecting cubes and 2 pattern blocks needed for display.

8 orange square pattern blocks and 2 green triangle pattern blocks needed for display.

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to compare the number of objects in groups with very
different quantities. ecause the quantities are very different, students should be able to visually
tell which group has more objects. Students may also match or count each group to compare.

 iscussion u orts To support the transfer of new vocabulary to long term memory, invite
students to chorally repeat these words in unison 1–2 times  more and fewer.
Ad ances  istening  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper), onnecting cubes,
Pattern blocks

tu ent es onses

Sample response

There are fewer orange squares. I can see
that there are only 2 squares and there are
a lot of triangles.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay a group of 6 connecting cubes and
a group of 2 pattern blocks.

“What do you notice  What do you
wonder ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

“We noticed that there are more
connecting cubes than pattern blocks. That
means there are fewer pattern blocks than
connecting cubes. We are going to continue
looking at groups of objects to see which

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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group has more and which has fewer.”

ti it

ive each group of students a bag of
pattern blocks.

“Take the pattern blocks out of your bag.
re there more orange squares or green

triangles ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

“How do you know if there are more
orange squares or more green triangles ”

Share responses.

“Figure out and tell your partner how many
orange squares you have. Then figure out
how many green triangles you have.”

2 minutes  partner work time

“Switch your bag of objects with another
group.”

epeat the steps above, asking “ re there
fewer... ” instead of “ re there more... ”

nt esis

isplay 8 orange square pattern blocks and
2 green triangle pattern blocks.

“ re there fewer orange squares or green
triangles  How do you know ” (There are
fewer green triangles. We can just see that
there are a lot of orange squares and only
2 green triangles.)

“There are fewer green triangles than
orange squares. How many green triangles
are there ”

emonstrate or invite a student to
demonstrate moving or touching each
triangle as the class counts.

epeat the steps with the orange squares.

“There are more orange squares than
green triangles. 8 is more than 2. There are

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
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e er green triangles than orange squares.
2 is less than 8.”

e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs a bag of green triangle and orange square pattern blocks from the
previous activity.

reate roups with ore and Fewer

ti it  2 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to make groups with more or fewer objects than a
given group of objects. When asking students to make a group that has more objects than the
given group, the given group will have very few objects. Similarly, when asking them to make a
group that has fewer objects than the given group, the given group will have many objects. This
should allow students to create and compare the groups visually. In a future lesson, students will
create groups with more or fewer objects than a given group when the quantities are closer,
where it will be helpful for students to match or count the objects in each group.

aterials to Gat er

ounters, aterials from a previous activity

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group of students a bag of 8–10
green triangle pattern blocks and a bag of 1–
orange square pattern blocks.

ti it

“ ake a group with counters that has more

•

•
•

•
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than the group of orange squares.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

1 minute  partner work time

“Figure out and tell your partner how many
counters you have. Then figure out and tell
your partner how many orange squares you
have.”

2 minutes  partner work time

“ ake a group with counters that has fewer
than the group of green triangles.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

1 minute  partner work time

“Figure out and tell your partner how many
counters you have. Then figure out and tell
your partner how many green triangles you
have.”

2 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

Invite 2–  students to share the groups of
counters that they made that have fewer than
the green triangles.

“What is the same about the groups they
made  What is different ” (They all made
groups with different numbers of counters.
They all have fewer than the green triangles.)

Introduce Number ace, Numbers 1–10

ti it  25 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs 1 connecting cube.

ather materials from

Shake and Spill, Stage 1

ath Fingers, Stage 1

Pattern locks, Stages 1-

Picture ooks, Stages 1 and 2

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 1 of the Number ace center. Students
practice recognizing and writing numbers as they roll a connecting cube onto the mat and trace
the number that it lands on. If students do not yet recognize each number, they can match the
symbol on the number mat to the symbol on the recording sheet. Students continue rolling and
tracing until one number wins  (all of the numbers in the column are traced). fter students have
traced all of one number, they can finish tracing the rest of the numbers. Students can use
different colors or writing utensils during this center. In a future variation of this center, students
will write the numbers instead of tracing them.

fter they participate in the center, students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

Shake and Spill

ath Fingers

Pattern locks

Picture ooks

ngagement  ro ide Access y ecruiting nterest Use visible timers or audible alerts to help
students anticipate and prepare to transition between center activities.
u orts accessi ility for  ocial motional unctioning  rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

olored pencils, crayons, or markers,
onnecting cubes, aterials from previous

centers

aterials to o

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2), Number ace
Stage 1 ecording Sheet for Tracing (groups
of 1)

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Laun

roups of 2

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Number ace Shake and Spill

ath Fingers Pattern locks

Picture ooks

ive each student a recording sheet. ive
each group of 2 students a number mat
and a connecting cube. ive students
access to colored pencils, crayons, or
markers.

“We are going to learn a new center called
Number ace. Let s play a round together.”

“I am going to roll the cube onto the
number mat. Which number did the cube
land on ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

“Now I find that number on the recording
sheet and trace the number at the bottom.”

emonstrate tracing the number the cube
landed on.

“Take turns with your partner. uring each
turn, roll the cube and trace the number on
the recording sheet. Play until you’ve
traced all of one number. That number is
the winner.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

“Now you can choose another center. ou
can also continue playing Number ace.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

10 minutes  center work time

If time, invite students to choose another
center.

nt esis

“When you played in centers with a
partner, how did you decide who gets to go
first  What would you do if you wanted to
go first but your partner wanted to go first
too ”

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we compared the number of objects in groups. We figured out which group had more objects
and which group had fewer objects.”

isplay 10 red counters and  yellow counters.

“ re there fewer yellow counters or red counters  How do you know ”

“We can just see that there are a lot of red counters and only a few yellow counters. There are fewer
yellow counters than red counters. There are more red counters than yellow counters.”

“Let s figure out how many red counters there are.”

Point to each red counter as students count or invite a student to count.

“There are 10 red counters.”

epeat the steps with the yellow counters.

“There are  yellow counters.”

“There are fewer yellow counters than red counters. 10 is more than .  is less than 10.”

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Lesson : Grou s t at Loo  li e

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to compare groups of objects that are close in quantity.

ddressing K. , K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

Identify groups that have more, fewer, or
the same number of objects than another
group.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s find groups that have more, fewer, or
the same number.

In a previous lesson, students identified groups that had more or fewer objects than a given group. The
number of objects in the groups made it easy to compare the groups visually. For e ample, students
could tell by looking that a group of two cubes was fewer than a group of nine cubes. In this lesson,
students compare groups of objects that are closer in quantity. Students also practice using the words
“fewer”, “more”, and “the same” in sentences that compare quantities ( P6). For e ample, students
hear and repeat statements such as, “There are fewer red counters than yellow counters.”

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 1)

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See  (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes  ctivity 1

ounters  ctivity 1

ups  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Two-color counters  ctivity 2

•
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Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

What evidence have students given that they
understand the comparison language of more
and fewer

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ompare the number of objects in groups.

ddressing K. . .6

How any o ou See  Fingers on ne Hand

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

The purpose of this How any o ou See is for students to identify quantities represented with

•

egin Lesson
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fingers. In this warm-up, students represent quantities with their fingers and work toward recognizing
quantities presented on fingers without having to count. Students have an opportunity to notice and
make use of structure because each hand has 5 fingers ( P ).

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

2  I can see 2 fingers.

 We just added one more finger so it is .

5  I know we have 5 fingers on one hand.

Laun

roups of 2

“How many do you see  How do you see
them ”

isplay 2 fingers.

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

“Use your fingers to show how many there
are.”

epeat with  fingers and then 5 fingers.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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nt esis

“Work with your partner. ne person show 
with your fingers. ne person show 5 with
your fingers.”

“Who is holding up more fingers  How do you
know ” (The person who is holding up 5 is
holding up more. They have all their fingers
up and the other partner still has some
fingers down. 5 is more than .)

“5 is more than .”

Which Has ore

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to identify the group of objects that has more. This
activity begins with a version of the ct it ut routine and builds on the student s work in the
previous unit of answering “are there enough” questions. Students passed out, or matched up
objects to determine if there were enough. Students build on this idea to help them determine
which group has more objects.

The conte t of family mealtimes that is introduced in this activity will be revisited throughout the
unit. cting it out gives students an opportunity to make sense of a conte t ( P1). s students
share about the tools that they use when eating with their families, record and save their
responses to refer to and add to in future lessons. onsider reading picture books about family
mealtimes. Some suggestions include

ull  ull  ull of o e by Trish ooke
ee im o by Linda Sue Park
oko by osemary Wells
he ittle ed Hen akes a i a by Philomen Sturges
ice  ocks by Sandra L. ichards

 iscussion u orts s students act out the scenario, listen for and clarify any questions
about the conte t.

•

•

•
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Ad ances  eaking  e resenting

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes, ounters

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Priya and her family are sitting down at the
table for dinner.
There are  people sitting at the table.
There are 6 spoons.

re there enough spoons for each person to get
one

tu ent es onses

There are enough spoons for each person to get
one. There are more spoons than people.

Sample responses

I pretended to give each person one spoon
and there were some spoons left over.

I matched up the spoons and people. There
are more spoons.

There are 6 spoons and  people. 6 is more
than .

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group of students access to
connecting cubes and two-color counters.

“We have been learning about different
tools that we use at home and in our
classroom. What kind of tools do you use
when you eat at home ” (Spoons, forks,
chopsticks, plates, bowls, napkins, cups,
straws)

0 seconds  quiet think time

1 minute  partner discussion

Share and record responses.

“We use many different tools when we eat.”

isplay and read the story.

“What is the story about ” (  family eating
dinner, Priya’s family, spoons for dinner)

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

ead the story again.

“How can you act out this story ” (We can
pretend we are sitting at the table and
pretend to hand out spoons. We can use
the cubes to show the people and the
counters to show the spoons. We can draw
a picture.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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ti it

“ ct out the story with your partner.”

 minutes  partner work time

“ re there more people or spoons  How do
you know ” (There are more spoons than
people. ach person gets one spoon and
then there are some more spoons.)

2 minutes  partner work time

onitor for students who matched one
spoon to each person to see if there were
enough spoons and which there was more
of.

nt esis

Invite students who acted out giving one
spoon to each person to share.

“They matched the spoons and the people.
We can see that each person has a spoon
and then there are e tra spoons. There are
more spoons than people.”

ti it  2 15 min

Introduce Shake and Spill  Which Is ore PL  ctivity

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 2 of the Shake and Spill center. s
students shake and spill their counters multiple times, they have the chance to compare two
groups of objects that have very different quantities as well as groups of objects with very similar
quantities. Students can compare the number of objects in the groups visually or by lining up and
matching, as they did in the previous activity. Students may also count and use their knowledge of
the count sequence to compare (“There are  red and 5 yellow counters. I know that  is more
than 5.”). Students hear and repeat full comparison statements such as, “There are fewer red

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs 10 two-color counters and 1 cup.

counters than yellow counters.” In making comparisons, students have a reason to use language
precisely ( P6).

e resentation  nternali e om rehension egin by asking, “ oes this activity remind anyone of
something we played before ” onnect this to the Shake and Spill center they played previously
and ask students to point out what is different about this version of Shake and Spill.
u orts accessi ility for  ocial motional unctioning

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

ups, Two-color counters

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

There is only 1 red and so many yellow so I
know there are more yellow than red.

There are  red and 6 yellow so there are
more yellow.

I matched them up and saw that there
were more red counters than yellow
counters.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group 1 cup and 10 counters.

“We are going to learn a new way to play
the Shake and Spill center. It is called Shake
and Spill, Which Is ore  Let s play a round
together.”

“First we shake the counters in the cup and
spill them out onto the table. Then we find
out which color there are more of and
which there are fewer of. ou can also see
if there are the same number of red and
yellow counters.”

Shake and spill 10 counters.

“How can we figure out if there are more
red or yellow counters ” (We can match up
the red ones and the yellow ones and see
which is more. We can count them.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite a student to
demonstrate students  ideas.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
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Invite students to chorally repeat these
phrases in unison 1-2 times

“There are more red counters than
yellow counters.”

“There are fewer yellow counters
than red counters.”

“Now you will play with your partner. Take
turns shaking and spilling the counters.
Then work together to figure out and say
which color there are more of and which
color there are fewer of.”

ti it

8 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay 5 red counters and  yellow
counters.

“How can we figure out if there are fewer
red or yellow counters ” (We can line them
up and match them. We can count them.)

Invite students to share how to compare
the number of counters.

“There are fewer red counters than yellow
counters. There are more yellow counters
than red counters.”

an ing tu ent in ing

If students compare the number of counters while the counters are still scattered, consider
asking

“How can you arrange the counters to make it easier to see which color there are more of ”

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Number ace, Stage 1

Shake and Spill, Stages 1 and 2

ath Fingers, Stage 1

Pattern locks, Stages 1-

Picture ooks, Stages 1 and 2

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice with
number and counting concepts. Students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

Number ace

Shake and Spill

ath Fingers

Pattern locks

Picture ooks

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Number ace Shake and Spill

ath Fingers Pattern locks

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned. ou can
also choose to keep playing Shake and
Spill.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
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Picture ooks

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

isplay 5 red counter and 5 yellow
counters, lined up and matched.

“ ai and lare spilled their counters. re
there more red counters or yellow
counters ” (There are the same number of
red and yellow counters.)

Invite students to chorally repeat this
phrase in unison 1-2 times

“There are the same number of red
and yellow counters.”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we saw that sometimes we can figure out which group has more things by looking, but
sometimes we cannot. If you can t tell which group has more objects by looking, what can you do ”
( ou can line them up and match them. ou can count them.)

•
•

•
•

•
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Lesson : a e Grou s o  ore  e er  or t e ame

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to make groups that have more, fewer, or the same number
of objects as another group.

ddressing K. , K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ake groups that have more, fewer, or the
same number of objects than another
group.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s make groups of objects that have
more, fewer, or the same number of
objects as another group.

Students build on their work of identifying groups that have more, fewer, or the same number of
objects as another group. Students learn stages of two centers where they make groups with more,
fewer, or the same number as a given group with objects and fingers. Students continue to practice
using comparison language during the activities.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 1)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See  (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

ollections of objects  ctivity 1

onnecting cubes  ctivity 1

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

aterials to o

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)  ctivity
1

ath Fingers ards (groups of 2)  ctivity 2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ea er e e tion uestion

How did the work of the previous lesson lay the
foundation for students to be successful in the

•
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ctivity 1 15 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 15 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

first activity of this lesson

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ompare the number of objects in groups.

Use “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons.

ake groups with more, fewer, or the same number of objects than a given group.

ddressing K. . .6

How any o ou See  Fingers on Two Hands

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

The purpose of this How any o ou See is for students to begin recognizing quantities represented
on fingers without having to count. In this warm-up, students see numbers greater than 5, requiring 2

•
•
•

egin Lesson
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hands to represent. Students show the number with their fingers before answering, “How many do you
see  t this point, some students may still need to count, however with repeated e posure to
quantities represented with fingers, they will begin to recognize numbers 1–10. s students make use
of the structure of 5 fingers on each hand ( P ), they look for and e press regularity in repeated
reasoning through subitizing ( P8).

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

5  I know we have 5 fingers on each hand.

6  I counted 1, 2, , , 5, and 6.

 I know one hand is 5 and then 6 and .

Laun

roups of 2.

“How many do you see  How do you see
them ”

isplay 5 fingers.

ti it

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

“Use your fingers to show how many there
are.”

epeat with 6 fingers and  fingers.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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nt esis

“Work with your partner. ne person show 6
with your fingers. ne person show  with
your fingers.”

“Who is holding up fewer fingers  How do you
know ” (The person with 6 fingers up is
holding up fewer fingers. There is only 1
finger up on the e tra hand.)

“6 is less than .”

e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs at least 2 collections of between 2 and 9 objects.

Introduce Less, Same, ore, roups of bjects

ti it  1 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 1 of the Less, Same, ore center.
Students make groups that have fewer, the same, and more objects than a given group. Students
choose a collection of objects and place all the objects at the top of the mat. They then make new
groups that have fewer, the same, or more objects. To minimize the number of collections
needed, have groups trade collections.

e resentation  nternali e om rehension Invite students to identify which bo  would be most
useful to start with first. If students are unsure, suggest they start with the “Same” bo  so that
they can match the objects with the bo  at the top.
u orts accessi ility for  rgani ation  ocial motional unctioning

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

ollections of objects, onnecting cubes

aterials to o

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)

•

•

•

•
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Laun

roups of 2

ive each group a mat and access to
collections of between 2–9 objects and
connecting cubes.

“ hoose a group of objects and place them in
the bo  at the top of the mat.”

“Use cubes to make a new group of objects
for each bo  below. ake a group that has
fewer objects, a group that has the same
number of objects, and a group that has more
objects.”

“ iscuss with your partner how you know
each group has more, fewer, or the same
number of objects.”

ti it

10 minutes  partner work time

onitor for students who make different
groups that have fewer objects than the given
group. For e ample, if the given group has 
objects, look for students who made different
groups with fewer than  objects.

nt esis

isplay the mat with  cubes in the top bo .

Invite two previously identified students to
demonstrate how they made groups with
fewer objects.

“ id both students make groups that have
fewer than  objects ”

“Let’s use the word fewer to describe the
groups they made.”

“5 cubes is fewer than  cubes.”

“  red cubes is fewer than  blue
cubes.”

“If I needed to make a group with the same
number of objects as this group of  objects,
what should I do ” ( ou should take out 

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
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cubes.)

Introduce ath Fingers, Fewer or ore

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 2 of the ath Fingers center. Students
choose a card and one partner shows more fingers than the card while the other partner shows
fewer fingers than the card. Students may count the fingers or recognize the quantity without
counting. Students may also count on from 5 to determine how many fingers there are when
6–10 fingers are displayed.

 iscussion u orts Students who are working toward verbal output will benefit from
additional opportunities to speak. Invite students to repeat their partner’s statement. For
e ample, “ ou are showing 8 fingers. 8 fingers is more than  fingers.”
Ad ances  istening  eaking  e resenting

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to o

ath Fingers ards (groups of 2)

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group of students a set of cards.

“We are going to learn a new way to play the
ath Fingers center. Let’s play a round

together.”

Invite a student to act as the partner to
demonstrate.

“First we choose a card.”

•
•
•

•
•
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Flip over and display a card.

“ ne partner shows fewer fingers than the
fingers on the card. The other partner shows
more fingers than the fingers on the card.”

Show more fingers than the fingers on the
card. Invite the student to shower fewer
fingers than the fingers on the card.

“Then you tell your partner how many fingers
you are holding up. Tell them if there are
more or fewer than the fingers on the card.”

emonstrate how to share with your partner.

“I am showing 8 fingers. 8 fingers is
more than  fingers.”

“I am showing 2 fingers. 2 fingers is
fewer than  fingers.”

“When both partners agree that you showed a
number that is more and a number that is
fewer than the number on the card, choose a
new card and take turns showing more
fingers and fewer fingers.”

ti it

 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

Hold up 5 fingers.

“Show fewer fingers than I am holding up.
Share with your partner. id you both hold up
the same number of fingers ” (No, my partner
held up three fingers and I held up one finger.
We both held up fewer fingers.)

“Show the same number of fingers that I am
holding up. Share with your partner. id you
both hold up the same number of fingers ”
( es, we both held up 5 fingers.)

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Less, Same, ore, Stage 1

Number ace, Stage 1

Shake and Spill, Stages 1 and 2

ath Fingers, Stages 1 and 2

Pattern locks, Stages 1-

Picture ooks, Stages 1 and 2

enter  hoice Time

ti it  15 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice with
number and counting concepts. Students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

Less, Same, ore

Number ace

Shake and Spill

ath Fingers

Pattern locks

Picture ooks

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Less, Same, ore Shake and Spill

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned. ou can
also choose to keep playing Less, Same,

ore or ath Fingers.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
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Number ace ath Fingers

Pattern locks Picture ooks

first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

10 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“Today we played ath Fingers. How did
you figure out how many fingers were on
each card ” (I counted them. I could just
see that there were 5 because all of the
fingers on one hand were up.)

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we made groups that had more, fewer, or the same number of objects as a given group. We
also learned two new centers. How did your partner help you today during center time  How did you
help your partner ”

•

•
•

•
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Lesson : Use ore  e er  or t e ame Number to

es ribe Grou s

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to use comparison language to describe the number of
objects in groups.

ddressing K. , K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ompare groups of up to 10 objects.

Use “more”, “fewer , and “the same
number” to describe comparisons.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s use “more”, “fewer”, and “the same
number” to describe groups.

In previous lessons, students identified and made groups with more, fewer, or the same number of
objects as another group. They heard and made sense of comparison statements such as “There are
more orange squares than green triangles.” In this lesson, students repeat and produce comparison
language to describe the number of objects in groups.

This lesson has a Student Section Summary.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ction and pression ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See  (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper)  ctivity 1

onnecting cubes  ctivity 1, ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

•
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Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

Students shared their thinking multiple times in
this lesson. What have you noticed about the
language students use  What support can you
offer to students who struggle to communicate
their ideas orally

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ompare the number of objects in groups.

Use “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons.

ake groups with more, fewer, or the same number of objects than a given group.

ddressing K. . .6

How any o ou See  Fingers 1–10

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

•
•
•

egin Lesson
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The purpose of this How any o ou See is for students to recognize quantities represented with
fingers without having to count. In this warm-up, students see numbers represented by the teacher.
Students may show the number with their fingers before answering, “How many do you see ” if it is
helpful. t this point, some students may recognize numbers 1–10 represented with fingers and some
may still need to count.

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

 I can tell by looking.

8  I counted the 5 on one hand and 6, , 8.

10  I know we have 10 fingers altogether.

Laun

roups of 2

“How many do you see  How do you see
them ”

isplay  fingers.

ti it

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

epeat with 8 fingers and 10 fingers.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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nt esis

“Show 8 fingers.”

“Now show more than 8 fingers.”

“How many fingers are you showing now ” (9,
10)

“Show 8 fingers again.”

“Now show fewer than 8 fingers.”

“How many fingers are you showing now ” (1,
2, , , 5, 6, or )

e uire  re aration

ach group needs three bags of 10 or fewer cubes

ag 1  fewer red cubes than blue cubes

ag 2  more red cubes than blue cubes

ag  the same number of red and blue cubes

atch ags to omparison Statements

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to consider different comparison statements and find
the group of objects that matches each statement. This activity gives students more e perience
with comparison language that they will be asked to produce in the ne t activity.

ther red and blue materials, such as pattern blocks, can be used if needed to create all the bags.

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper), onnecting cubes

tu ent es onses

Students identify the bags that match each

Laun

roups of 

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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statement. ive each group  bags of cubes.

“I am going to read a statement to you
about the cubes. our job is to find the bag
of cubes that matches the statement.”

“In this bag, there are more red cubes than
blue cubes.”

ti it

1 minute  small-group work time

Share response.

“How did you know that bag matched the
statement ” (We lined up the red cubes and
the blue cubes and saw more red. We
counted the red cubes and the blue cubes.)

“Let’s all say, There are more red cubes
than blue cubes.’”

epeat for the ne t 2 statements

“There are fewer red cubes than
blue cubes.”

“There are the same number of red
cubes and blue cubes.”

nt esis

isplay  red cubes and 5 blue cubes.

“Finish this sentence. There are more 
cubes than  cubes.”

ube Tower Walk and Talk

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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The purpose of this activity is for students to have multiple opportunities to compare groups of
objects and describe their comparisons using the language “more,” “fewer,” and “the same
number.” In making comparisons, students have a reason to use language precisely ( P6). When
students compare the number of cubes in the towers, they may need to work at a surface so that
they can line up and match the cubes in each tower. This activity can also be adapted to happen
at tables or desks, with students moving seats to switch partners.

 iscussion u orts To provide all students with opportunities to practice, invite students to
chorally repeat phrases that include “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number,” in unison multiple
times.
Ad ances  istening  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

Action and ression  nternali e ecuti e unctions heck for understanding by inviting 1–2
students to rephrase directions in their own words.
u orts accessi ility for  emory  rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes

tu ent es onses

Students compare cube towers using
comparison language.

Laun

ive students access to connecting cubes.

“Take a handful of cubes and put them
together into a tower.”

“ ou are going to walk around the room
with your cube tower. When you hear the
signal, find a partner.”

“Figure out whose tower has more cubes
and whose tower has fewer cubes. Use
statements like ou have more cubes than
I do. , I have fewer cubes than you. , or We
have the same number of cubes. ”

“When I give the signal, find a new partner
and figure out whose tower has more
cubes and whose tower has fewer cubes.”

•
•
•

•

•
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ti it

10 minutes  whole-class work time

ive the signal to find a new partner at
least  times.

nt esis

Invite two students to come to the front of
the room with their cube towers.

“How can we use more,’ fewer,’ or the
same number’ to talk about these towers ”

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Less, Same, ore, Stages 1

Number ace, Stage 1

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice with
number and counting concepts. Students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

Less, Same, ore

Number ace

Shake and Spill

ath Fingers

Pattern locks

Picture ooks

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Shake and Spill, Stages 1 and 2

ath Fingers, Stages 1 and 2

Pattern locks, Stages 1-

Picture ooks, Stages 1 and 2

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Less, Same, ore Shake and Spill

Number ace ath Fingers

Pattern locks
Picture ooks

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“Why is it important to put our center
materials away neatly ” (So we will know
where everything is ne t time we work in
these centers.)

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we used more,’ fewer,’ and the same number’ to describe and compare the number of objects
in different groups.”

all some students up to the front of the room in order to make a group of 6 students and another
group of 9 students.

“How can we use more,’ fewer,’ or the same number’ to describe the number of students in these

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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groups ”

tu ent e tion ummar

In this section, we counted many groups of objects.
We also figured out which groups had more objects and which groups had fewer objects.

Sometimes we could tell, just by looking, that there were more red counters than yellow counters.

Sometimes we lined up and matched the objects to see if there were fewer red counters or yellow
counters.

There are fewer yellow counters than red counters.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Kindergarten

e tion : ount an  om are Grou s o  mages

Lesson : ount mages in i erent rrangements

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to count groups of up to 10 images and understand that the
order counted does not change the number of images.

ddressing K. . , K. . . , K. . . .b, K. . .5

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ount organized groups of up to 10 images.

Understand that the order counted does
not change the number of images.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out how many images there
are.

Students count and keep track of images in organized arrangements, such as in lines, arrays, on
5-frames, in dot cube arrangements, and on fingers. s students count and observe their peers
counting, they notice that if you count a group of images in a different order, the number stays the
same as long as you count each image one time. This understanding develops over time and it is not
necessary for all students to articulate at the end of this lesson.

The second activity is an optional activity that provides support in keeping track of which images have
been counted. In the lesson synthesis, students practice saying the verbal count sequence to 20. dd
variety to the counting by adding movement. For e ample, students can count as they clap, stomp their
feet, or jump.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 1)

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us (Warm-up)

•
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Unit 2 Lesson 7

aterials to Gat er

hart paper  Warm-up

ounters  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

aterials to o

Images in Stations (groups of 0)  ctivity 1

ath Stories Stage 1 and  Pictures (groups
of 8)  ctivity 

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 15 min

ctivity 2 10 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

In an upcoming section, students will count
images organized in circles. What do you notice
in their work from today’s lesson that you might
leverage in that future lesson

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Say one number for each object.

nswer how many without counting again.

Use the structure of 5 (in 5-frames or fingers) to count on from 5 to tell how many.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .5

•
•
•

egin Lesson

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten

Unit 2 Lesson 7
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Kindergarten

uestions bout Us  ogs or ats  (Part 1)

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. .

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to e perience a new version of the uestions bout Us
routine. Students consider concepts of number in a familiar conte t. Students stand up to indicate if
they prefer dogs or cats. ecause all students are standing, it is di cult to determine how many
students prefer dogs and how many prefer cats. Students think of ways to organize the groups of
students to make them easier to count. The purpose of the synthesis is for students to think of ways
they can record how many students chose cats and dogs.

s students learn the routine, they will work with the same conte t for multiple days. ecause this is
the first time that students are participating in this version of the uestions bout Us routine, the
warm-up begins with students brainstorming questions that they could ask to learn more about their
classmates. ecord and save these responses to refer and add to in future lessons. onsider adjusting
the questions to better re ect students  interests and e periences.

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us

aterials to Gat er

hart paper

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

We can have all the people who chose cats
stand on one side and all the people who
chose dogs stand on the other side.

We can have the people who chose cats to
stand up and then count them.

Laun

roups of 2

“We have been learning all about our
classroom and our classmates. What are
some questions that you can ask to learn
more about your classmates ” (What is your
favorite color o you play soccer  How many
brothers and sisters do you have )

0 seconds  quiet think time

1 minute  partner discussion

Share and record responses.

“Which animal do you like better  dogs or
cats ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Unit 2 Lesson 7

“Stand up if you like dogs better.”

“Stand up if you like cats better.”

ti it

“How many people like cats better ” (We can’t
tell. veryone is mi ed up.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

“What can we do to make it easier to figure
out how many people like cats better and
how many people like dogs better ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

hoose and demonstrate 2 methods that
students suggested.

nt esis

isplay a blank piece of chart paper.

“What could we draw or write to show how
many people like dogs better ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share and record responses.

Images in Stations

ti it  1 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . . .b, K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to count groups of up to 10 images and notice that the
order counted does not change the number of images. This understanding develops over time

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Kindergarten

e uire  re aration

ut out images from the introduction master.

with repeated e periences counting objects and groups of images in different arrangements
( P8).

Set up stations for students to work at around the classroom. Stations can be set up at tables or
desks. Place one image card at each station. onsider developing a sound to signal to students
that it is time to transition to the ne t station.

 iscussion u orts Invite students to begin partner interactions by repeating the question
“How did you count ” This gives both students an opportunity to produce language.
Ad ances  on ersing

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to o

Images in Stations (groups of 0)

tu ent es onses

Students count each group of images

 fingers

8 dots arranged on a 5-frame

6 dots arranged in a group of 5 and 1 more
dot

10 dots in an array

9 dots arranged on a 5-frame

5 dots in a line

8 dots in an array

6 fingers

Laun

roups of 

Place one card at each station.

“ t each station, there is a card with dots or
fingers on it. Take turns figuring out how
many things are on the card. Show your
group how you figured out how many
things are on the card. When I give the
signal, move to the ne t station.”

ti it

10 minutes  small-group work time

onitor for students who count the same
group of images in a different order.

nt esis

isplay the card with 8 dots in an array

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
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Unit 2 Lesson 7

“How would you figure out how many dots
there are ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Invite two students to demonstrate
counting the dots, with one student
counting across the rows and one student
counting down each column.

“There are 8 dots. ven if we count the dots
in a different order, there are still 8 dots.”

an ing tu ent in ing

If students count some images more than one time or do not count some images, consider
asking

“Which things have you counted already  How do you know ”

“ an you show me with your finger how you are going to count them ”

ount Images

ti it  2 o tional 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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Kindergarten

The purpose of this activity is for students to keep track of the images that they have counted.
This activity is optional because it is an opportunity for e tra practice that not all students may
need. It gives students a chance to practice accurately counting groups of 1–10 images. ounting
images can be more challenging because students are not able to move the images to help them
keep track of which images they have counted. Students place one object on each image to keep
track of which images have been counted.

This activity can be used with a small group or the whole class. Students who do not need this
optional activity may benefit from additional time working in centers. Some students may benefit
from working on the concepts in this optional activity more than one time.

e resentation  nternali e om rehension Synthesis  In addition to the e amples used in the
synthesis, students might benefit from seeing what a non-e ample of using counters to count
each dot looks like. This non-e ample will reinforce how covering each dot with a counter helps
keep track of the dots that were already counted.
u orts accessi ility for  once tual rocessing

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

ounters

tu ent a ing as  tatement

1.

2.

tu ent es onses

Students say 1 number as they place a counter
on each dot.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay the first image and 6 counters.

“What do you notice  What do you
wonder ” (There are dots and counters.
The dots and counters look like the same
shape. The counters and dots are both
circles.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

ive students access to counters.

“How many dots are there  ou can use the
counters to help you.”

ti it

1 minute  independent work time

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Unit 2 Lesson 7

onitor for students who place a counter
on top of each dot as they count.

“Show your partner how you figured out
how many dots there are.”

1 minute  partner discussion

nt esis

Invite previously identified students to
demonstrate placing one counter on each
dot as they count. If no student did this,
ask, “How can I use the counters to help
me keep track of which dots I’ve counted ”

“How many dots are there in the ne t
group  Use the counters to help you keep
track of which dots you’ve counted.”

1 minute  independent work time

Introduce ath Stories, How any

ti it  20 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 1 in the ath Stories center. Students
work with a partner to count groups of images in different arrangements. For e ample, students
can ask, “How many basketballs are there ”, “How many kids are there ” or “How many shoes are
there ” In a future variation of this center, students will record how many images they counted
with a written number.

fter they participate in the center, students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

onnecting ubes

Number ace

Students will choose from these centers throughout the section. Keep materials from these

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
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Kindergarten

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

onnecting ubes, Stages 1-

Number ace, Stage 1

centers organized to use each day.

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

aterials to o

ath Stories Stage 1 and  Pictures (groups
of 8)

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ath Stories

onnecting ubes

Number ace

Laun

roups of 2
isplay a picture card from the ath 

Stories introduction master.

“We are going to learn a new center called 
ath Stories. ou are going to take turns 

asking your partner how many’ questions 
about these pictures.”

“Think of 1 how many’ question you can 
ask about this picture.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share and record responses.

ti it

“When you work in this center, you will take
turns with a partner. ne partner will ask
how many’ and the other partner will
figure out how many there are. nce you
agree on how many there are, take turns
asking how many’ questions and figuring
out how many there are.”

5 minutes  partner work time

“Now you can choose another center. ou
can also continue playing ath Stories.”

isplay the center choices in the student

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
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book.

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

If time, invite students to choose another
center.

nt esis

isplay image from the ath Stories 
introduction master.

“How many birds are in the picture  Tell
your partner how you could figure it out.”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

raw  dots as pictured, with a gap after the first dots or display image

“How would you figure out how many dots there are  Which dot would you count first  Which dot
would you count ne t ”

Invite students to demonstrate counting the dots in different orders.

“There are  dots. We can count the dots in different ways as long as we count each dot one time and
keep track of which dots we ve counted.”

“Let’s practice counting to 20.”

emonstrate counting to 20. ount to 20 as a class 1–2 times.

•
•
•

•

•
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Kindergarten

Lesson : om are at ing mages

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to compare groups of up to 10 images.

ddressing K. . , K. . .5, K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ount and compare groups of up to 10
images.

Identify groups that have more or fewer
images than a given group.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out what we have more and
fewer of.

In the previous lesson, students counted images lines, arrays, dot cube arrangements, on 5-frames,
and on fingers. While counting is not required to determine which group has more images in this
lesson, students continue to practice counting and keeping track of images in organized arrangements.
In the first activity, the images are arranged in lines and matched, so the comparison is visually
obvious. In the second activity, students need to match or count the images to compare. “ re there
enough” questions are asked to prompt students to consider matching the images that go together.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 1)

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

aterials to o

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)
Warm-up

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ea er e e tion uestion

evisit the norms you established as a class
about doing mathematics. Which norms are

•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Unit 2 Lesson 8

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 10 min

ctivity 25 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

working and which might need revision  re
there any norms you or your students might
want to add

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Say one number for each object.

nswer how many without counting again.

ompare the number of images in groups.

Use “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons.

ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

uestions bout Us  ogs or ats  (Part 2)

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. .

•
•
•
•

egin Lesson
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Kindergarten

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to e perience a new part of the uestions bout Us 
routine. Students consider concepts of number in a familiar conte t. This warm-up focuses on 
cardinality, or knowing that the last number tells us how many, and keeping track of which images 
have been counted. In the activity, students share methods for counting the images. fter counting the 
group of images as a class or inviting a student to demonstrate how to count the images, ask students, 
“How many students chose cats ” to confirm that students know that the last number tells us how 
many.

The images included in the uestions bout Us hart introduction master K.2.  are e amples of what 
to display for the uestions bout Us warm-ups in Section . In order to create a display that will be 
visible to the whole class, print and cut out enough 5-frames so that there is a square for each student 
in the class. For e ample, if there are 2  students in the class, cut out four 5-frames and  squares out 
of a fifth 5-frame. onsider laminating the display and using a dry erase marker to write the two 
choices and record students  responses. If available, the provided images can also be enlarged.

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us

aterials to o

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

We can count each person.

We can count each dot.

We can cross off the dots as we count them.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay uestions bout Us hart.

“Which animal do you like better  dogs or
cats ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ecord each student s choice with a circle in a
5-frame.

ti it

“How can we figure out how many students
like cats better ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite students to
demonstrate counting.

“How many students like cats better ”

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Unit 2 Lesson 8

“How can we figure out how many students
like dogs better ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite students to
demonstrate counting.

“How many students like dogs better ”

nt esis

ount how many students chose cats again.
fter counting 10 dots, pause and ask, “How

many dots have I counted ” and “Which dots
have I already counted  Which dots do I still
need to count ”

re There nough

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to compare groups of images that are lined up.
Students compare which group has more or fewer images.

 iscussion u orts Synthesis  To support the transfer of new vocabulary to long term
memory, invite students to chorally repeat these words in unison 1–2 times  “more” and “fewer.”
Ad ances  istening  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

tu ent a ing as  tatement Laun

roups of 2

isplay the image from the student book

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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Kindergarten

1.

2.

.

.

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

1. There are not enough chairs for each
person. There are more people than chairs.

2. There are enough spoons for each bowl.

“What do you notice  What do you
wonder ” (There are people and apples.
There are 6 people. How many apples are
there  re there enough apples for each
person to get one )

“Have you ever helped to set the table for a
meal or pass out a snack  What did you
do ”

ti it

“ re there enough chairs for each person
How do you know ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

“ re there more chairs or people  How do
you know ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

“There are more people than chairs.”

“How many people are there  How many
chairs are there ”

1 minute  independent work time

Share responses.

“5 people is more than  chairs.”

epeat the steps with each group of
images. Switch between asking students
“ re there more  or ” and “ re
there fewer  or ”

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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There are fewer bowls than spoons.

. There are enough forks for each plate. There
are more forks than plates.

. There are not enough straws for each cup.
There are fewer straws than cups.

omparing Images That ren’t atched

ti it  2 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to compare groups of images. The images are
organized in lines, but the objects are not directly matched, which requires students to match or
count the images to compare. Students are asked “ re there enough ” before they compare to
encourage them to think about matching the images. In the activity synthesis, drawing lines to
match the images is highlighted. atching the images helps students relate the comparisons to
the situation they just worked with where the images were already matched ( P ).

e resentation  nternali e om rehension Students might need support understanding the
difference between the activity they did prior to this one. egin by telling students that this
activity looks similar to the activity they previously did  however, they might notice that the
images line up differently here. If time permits, invite students to plan a strategy for how they will
determine if there are enough of each item.
u orts accessi ility for  once tual rocessing  rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

tu ent a ing as  tatement

1.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay the student page.

“How are these pictures different from the
ones we worked with in the first activity ”

•
•
•
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Kindergarten

2.

.

.

tu ent es onses

1. There are enough cartons of milk for each
student. There are more cartons of milk
than students.

2. There are enough apples for each plate to
get one. There are fewer plates than apples.

(There are different pictures. The pictures
aren’t matched up.)

ti it

“ re there enough cartons of milk for each
student  How do you know ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

“ re there more students or cartons of
milk  How do you know ”

0 seconds  independent work time

0 seconds  partner discussion

“There are more cartons of milk than
students.”

“How many students are there  How many
cartons of milk are there ”

1 minute  independent work time

“8 cartons of milk is more than  students.”

epeat the steps with each group of
images. Switch between asking students
“ re there more  or ” and “ re
there fewer  or ”

onitor for students who draw lines to
match each image.

nt esis

Invite a previously identified student to
share how they drew lines to match.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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. There are not enough napkins for each
student to get one. There are more students
than napkins.

. There are enough oranges for one to go on
each plate. There are fewer plates than
oranges.

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

ath Stories, Stage 1

enters  hoice Time

ti it  25 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice with
number and counting concepts.

Students choose from any stage of previously introduced centers.

ath Stories

onnecting ubes

Number ace

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

•
•
•

•
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Kindergarten

onnecting ubes, Stages 1-

Number ace, Stage 1

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ath Stories

onnecting ubes

Number ace

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

10 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

10 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“If I hold up 5 fingers, how many fingers
would you need to hold up to show fewer
fingers ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

isplay sample student work from problem  in the second activity or display this image

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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“Tell your partner about the oranges and plates using more.’” (There are more oranges than plates.)

“Tell your partner about the oranges and plates using fewer.’” (There are fewer plates than oranges.)

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Kindergarten

Lesson : ore  e er  or t e ame

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to identify groups that have more, less, or the same number
as a given group of images.

ddressing K. . , K. . .5, K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ount and compare groups of up to 10
images.

Identify groups that have more, fewer, or
the same number of images as a given
group.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out if there are more, fewer, or
the same number of images.

In previous lessons, students compared the number of images in groups. In some cases, students
could visually determine which had more, and sometimes they matched the images in each group to
compare them. In this lesson, the groups of images are presented in different arrangements and on
separate cards, so matching to compare is more di cult. Students continue their work with counting
images by determining how many dots are arranged on the 5-frames. Students may also recognize
how many dots there are without counting (subitize) or count on from 5 to figure out how many dots
there are. In the first activity, students compare groups of images on 5-frames, which encourages them
to use the arrangement to help them compare. In the second activity, students compare groups of
objects on 5-frames and fingers, which both have a structure of 5 and some more.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ction and pression ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 1)

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

ounters  ctivity 

aterials to o

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

•
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Unit 2 Lesson 9

aterials from a previous activity  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Warm-up

ompare 5-frame ards (groups of 1)
ctivity 1

ingo Stage 1 ards (groups of )  ctivity 

ingo Stages 1-  ameboard (groups of )
ctivity 

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 15 min

ctivity 2 10 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

e ect on your e perience with the ct It ut
routine in the curriculum. What moves or
questions have improved the learning for each
or your students during this routine  What
improvements would you make ne t time

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Say one number for each object.

nswer how many without counting again.

Use the structure of 5 (in 5-frames or fingers) to count on from 5 to tell how many.

ompare the number of images in groups.

Use “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons.

ake groups with more, fewer, or the same number of images than a given group.

ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Kindergarten

uestions bout Us  pples or ananas  (Part 1)

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. .

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to consider concepts of number in a familiar conte t.
Students compare groups of images in the synthesis. Save the completed chart to use in future
lessons.

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us

aterials to o

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

ore students chose apples. I can just see
that there are more dots for the apples.

ore students chose apples. 12 students
chose apples and 8 students chose bananas.
Twelve is more than 8.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay the uestions bout Us hart.

“Which fruit do you like better  apples or
bananas ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ecord each student s choice with a circle in a
5-frame.

ti it

“How can we figure out how many students
like apples better ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite students to
demonstrate counting.

“How many students like apples better ”

egin Lesson

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Unit 2 Lesson 9

“How can we figure out how many students
like bananas better ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite students to
demonstrate counting.

“How many students like bananas better ”

nt esis

“ id more students choose apples or
bananas How do you know ”

ompare 5-frame ards

ti it  1 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to count and compare groups of up to 10 images
arranged on 5-frames. ecause the images are on separate cards, it is more di cult for students
to match to compare the images. Students may use the arrangement of the images to help them
to compare ( P ). For e ample, when looking at 2 groups of images on 5-frames, students may
notice that one 5-frame is full and the other 5-frame has 2 e tra dots under the 5-frame. Students
will use the same set of cards in the ne t activity.

 iscussion u orts ake sure students can e plain how they know which card has more.
Invite groups to rehearse what they will say when they share with the whole class.
Ad ances  eaking  on ersing

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to o

ompare 5-frame ards (groups of 1)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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e uire  re aration

ut out the introduction master to create a set of cards for each student.

tu ent es onses

Students determine which card has more dots.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each student a set of cards.

isplay two cards

“What do you notice  What do you
wonder ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

“ ou are going to learn a new game called
ompare ards. ou and your partner are

each going to ip over a card, figure out
how many dots are on your card, and
figure out whose card has more dots.“

ti it

isplay two cards

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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“Which card has more dots ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

“This card has more dots. The person
whose card has more dots gets to keep
both cards and put them in a pile.”

“It’s your turn to play. ount to  and then
you and your partner both ip over 1 card.
Figure out how many dots are on your
card. Work together to figure out whose
card has more dots. If both cards have the
same number of dots, put both cards to
the side. ”

6 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay two cards

“Which card has more dots  How do you
know ” (This card has more dots because
they both have a full 5-frame, but this one
has e tra dots underneath.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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“This card with  dots has more dots than
this card with 5 dots. This card with 5 dots
has fewer dots than this card with  dots.”

“Sometimes we can use the arrangement
to help us figure out which group has
more. The 5-frame is the same on both of
them, but 1 card has some more dots in
the bottom row.”

ti it  2 10 min

ore and Fewer with 5-frames and Fingers PL  ctivity

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to compare groups of dots arranged on 5-frames and
fingers. Students use the 5-frame cards from the previous activity in partners and show a number
of fingers that is more than, fewer than, and the same number as the number of dots on the
5-frame. The activity synthesis highlights the connection between the 5 structure of fingers and
5-frames.

Action and ression  nternali e ecuti e unctions Invite students to verbalize their strategy for
showing more or fewer on their fingers before they begin. If students don’t mention a starting
point of showing the number of dots on their fingers first, remind students that they can start
there if it is helpful.
u orts accessi ility for  once tual rocessing  isual atial rocessing

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

aterials from a previous activity

tu ent es onses

Students show more, fewer, and the same

Laun

roups of 2

•

•

•
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number on their fingers. ive each group of students a set of cards.

isplay a card with  dots on a 5-frame

“Show how many dots there are on this
card on your fingers.”

“There are  dots on the 5-frame and we
held up  fingers. We are holding up the
same number of fingers.”

“We are going to use our fingers to show
the same number as, more, and fewer than
the dots.”

“Use your fingers to show more.”

“Use your fingers to show fewer.”

ti it

“Take turns ipping over a card. Figure out
how many dots there are and show more
on your fingers. Then your partner shows
fewer on their fingers. Last, you and your
partner both show the same number with
your fingers.”

5 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay card

“How many hands do you need to use to
show fewer fingers  How do you know ” (1
hand. The 5-frame is full, so there are 5
dots. 1 hand has 5 fingers, so we need
fewer fingers than that.)

isplay card

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
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“How many hands do you need to use to
show more fingers  How do you know ” (2
hands. We can show 5 on 1 hand, but then
we need more fingers.)

Introduce ingo, Images

ti it  20 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 1 of the ingo center. Students identify
groups that have the same number of images. The images are presented in a variety of
arrangements, such as in lines, arrays, dot cube arrangements, and on finger and 5-frames.
Students may recognize the number of images without counting (subitize) or may count the
images.

fter they participate in the center, students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

ath Stories

onnecting ubes

Number ace

aterials to Gat er

ounters, aterials from previous centers

aterials to o

ingo Stage 1 ards (groups of ), ingo
Stages 1-  ameboard (groups of )

•

•
•
•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

ath Stories, Stage 1

onnecting ubes, Stages 1-

Number ace, Stage 1

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ingo ath Stories

onnecting ubes Number ace

Laun

roups of 

ive each group of students counters, a set
of cards, and four gameboards.

“Today we are going to learn a new center
called ingo.”

isplay these three cards

“Which two cards have the same number of
things ” (There are  dots and  fingers.
They both show . They show the same
number.)

“In this center you are going to find groups
that have the same number of things.”

Flip and display a card.

“Put a counter on the square if it has the
same number of things as this card.”

0 seconds  independent work time

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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“Now I’m going to leave this card face-up in
the middle. It is the ne t person’s turn to

ip over another card.”

ti it

“Take turns ipping over the cards in the
deck and putting a counter in a square. The
game ends when someone has  counters
in a row.”

5 minutes  small-group work time

“Now you can choose another center. ou
can also continue playing ingo.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

If time, invite students to choose another
center.

nt esis

“How was your partner or group able to
help you when something was challenging
during centers today ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

isplay cards

“ iego and Lin ipped over these cards while they were playing. iego said, There are more fingers
than dots.’ Lin said, There are fewer dots than fingers.’ Who do you agree with  Why ” (They are both
right. There are 6 fingers and  dots, so there are more fingers and fewer dots.)

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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“Let’s practice counting to 20.”

emonstrate counting to 20. ount to 20 as a class 1–2 times.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Kindergarten

Lesson 10: in  ore or e er

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to compare the number of images in groups and use “fewer”,
“more”, and “the same number” to describe their relative size.

ddressing K. . , K. . .5, K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ount and compare groups of up to 10
images.

Use “more”, “fewer , and “the same
number” to describe comparisons.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s compare groups of images using the
words “more,” “fewer,” or “the same
number.”

Students compare groups of images in a way that makes sense to them. ecause the images are
presented in different arrangements, it is more di cult to match or use the arrangement to compare,
and students may need to count to compare. Students may compare groups of 5 and 8 images by
counting the group of 5 images and then counting 5 images within the group of 8 and noticing that
there are still more images that are left to count, so 8 is more than 5. Students may also count 5
images and 8 images and use their knowledge of the count sequence to compare (“8 dots is more than
5 dots because 8 comes after 5 when we count”). These methods of comparing are discussed in the
syntheses. In the lesson synthesis, students look at an image of  circled dots within a group of  dots.
They may notice that since there are  and some more inside of ,  is more than . Students will
continue to have opportunities to think about this idea in the following lessons as well as in later units.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 1)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

aterials from a previous lesson  Warm-up

aterials to o

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

•
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Unit 2 Lesson 10

aterials from previous centers  ctivity Warm-up

Image ards rade K (groups of 2)  ctivity
2

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)  ctivity
2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

What question do you wish you had asked
today  When and why should you have asked it

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Use the structure of 5 (in 5-frames or fingers) to count on from 5 to tell how many.

ompare the number of images in groups.

Use “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons.

ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

•
•
•

egin Lesson

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten

Unit 2 Lesson 10
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Kindergarten

e uire  re aration

ather the completed uestions bout Us  pples or ananas chart from a previous lesson.

uestions bout Us  pples or ananas  (Part 2)

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. .

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to consider concepts of number in a familiar conte t. The
synthesis focuses on knowing that one more is the ne t counting number.

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us

aterials to Gat er

aterials from a previous lesson

aterials to o

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

9 students chose bananas now. First there
were 8 students who chose bananas. 9 is 1
more than 8.

I counted 8 dots and then pretended to count
1 more dot. 9 students chose bananas now.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay the completed uestions bout Us
chart from a previous lesson.

“What do the circles represent ”

ti it

“How can we figure out how many students
like apples better ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite students to
demonstrate counting.

“How many students like apples better ”

“How can we figure out how many students
like bananas better ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Unit 2 Lesson 10

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite students to
demonstrate counting.

“How many students like bananas better ”

nt esis

“1 student forgot to vote. They chose
bananas. How many people chose bananas
now ”

ircle ore, ircle Fewer

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to find groups that have more images than a given
group. Students can compare in any way that makes sense to them. Students describe the
comparisons using “more”, “fewer”, or “the same number.” In the synthesis, students use
mathematical vocabulary precisely to discuss how different ways of counting can help to compare
the number of images in groups ( P6).

e resentation  nternali e om rehension Students might need support when they see that they
have to make sense of 6 images for each prompt. Provide students the option of looking at one
line of images at a time (  images at a time rather than 6).
u orts accessi ility for  Attention  rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

tu ent a ing as  tatement

1.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay the image at the top of the student
book.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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Kindergarten

2.

“How many dots are there ” ( )

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

“Look at the groups below. ircle the 
groups that show more than . For each
group that you circle, tell your partner a
statement using more’ and a statement
using fewer’.”

ti it

 minutes  partner work time

onitor for students who count to help
them find groups of images that show
more.

“Look at the groups below. ircle the three
groups that show fewer than 6. For each
group that you circle, tell your partner a
statement using more’ and a statement
using fewer’.”

 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay 6 dots in a 5-frame.

“How many dots are there ” (6)

“How do you know this shows more than
” (I counted  and there were more left

over. 6 comes after  when we count so it
is more.)

Invite students to chorally repeat these
words or phrases in unison 1-2 times

“6 is more than .”

“  is less than 6.”

“ re there any groups that show the same
number of things  Which ones ” (There are
6 dots on the 5-frame and 6 dots. There are

 dots and  fingers.)

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
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Unit 2 Lesson 10

tu ent es onses

1. Students circle groups of 6, 5, and 8.

2. Students circle groups of , 5, and .

e uire  re aration

reate a T-chart labeled Fewer than 5  and ore than 5 .

Introduce Less, Same, ore, Images

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 2 of the Less, Same, ore center. 
Students compare groups of images in different arrangements. The activity synthesis highlights 
that numbers that are fewer than 5 come before 5 in the count sequence and numbers that are 
more than 5 come after 5 in the count sequence. This idea will be revisited in future sections and 
units. Students need repeated e periences comparing groups of objects, images, and numbers to 
be able to notice, articulate, and use the connection between the counting sequence and 
comparing the size of numbers ( P , P8).

The recording sheet is printed in the student book for this activity. There is a introduction master 
available for students to use during centers in future activities and lessons.

 iscussion u orts emind students to use comparison language such as “fewer than,” “the
same number as,” or “more than.”
Ad ances  istening  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to o

Image ards rade K (groups of 2), Less, Same,
ore at (groups of 2)

•
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Kindergarten

tu ent a ing as  tatement

tu ent es onses

Students place images of 1, 2, , and  on the
left.

Students place images of 5 in the middle.

Students place images of 6, , 8, 9, and 10 on
the right.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group of students a set of cards.

“We are going to learn a new way to play
the Less, Same, ore center.”

isplay the student page.

“How many dots are in the bo ” (5)

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

isplay an image card.

“How many dots are there ”

0 seconds  quiet think time.

Share responses.

“ re there fewer, the same, or more than
5  How do you know ”

Point to each part of the mat as you
e plain  “If it shows fewer than 5, put the
card on the left. If it shows the same
number, put the card in the middle. If it
shows more, put the card on the right.”

“ hoose a card, figure out how many things
are on the card, and figure out if the image
shows fewer, the same, or more than 5
images.”

ti it

 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay t-chart labeled Fewer than 5’ on
the left and ore than 5’ on the right.

“ hoose a card that shows fewer than 5.
How many things are on your card ”

0 seconds  partner work time

Share responses.

Write the numbers on the left side of the t-
chart as students share.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Unit 2 Lesson 10

epeat for cards that show more than 5.

ead the numbers on each side of the
chart.

“What do you notice  What do you
wonder ” (It sounds like you are counting.
The numbers you say before 5 are all
together on one side and the numbers you
say after 5 are on the other side.)

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Less, Same, ore, Stages 1 and 2

ingo, Stage 1

ath Stories, Stage 1

onnecting ubes, Stages 1-

Number ace, Stage 1

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice counting
and comparing groups of objects and images.

Students choose from any stage of previously introduced centers.

Less, Same, ore

ingo

ath Stories

onnecting ubes

Number ace

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Kindergarten

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Less, Same, ore ingo

ath Stories onnecting ubes

Number ace

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned. ou can
also keep playing Less, Same, ore.
Instead of always having 5 dots at the top,
you can choose another card to put at the
top. So if you put a card with  dots at the
top, you would figure out if each card has
more, the same number, or fewer than .”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“Which center was challenging for you
today  What made it challenging ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

raw the image for all students to see.

“Today we counted and compared the number of things in groups. How does this picture help you see
that  is more than ” (I can see that  has  and then some more.)

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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Unit 2 Lesson 10

“Let’s practice counting to 20.”

emonstrate counting to 20. ount to 20 as a class 1–2 times.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Kindergarten

Lesson 11: reate Grou s o  mages

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to create groups of images with more, fewer, or the same
number of images as a given group.

ddressing K. . , K. . .6
uilding Towards K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

reate groups that have more, fewer, or
the same number of images as a given
group.

Use “more”, “fewer , and “the same
number” to describe comparisons.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s make groups that have more, fewer,
or the same number of images.

Throughout the lesson students have multiple opportunities to create groups and use the language
“more”, “fewer”, or “the same number.” In the lesson synthesis, students e plain the strategies they use
for comparing and creating groups of images.

This lesson has a Student Section Summary.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ction and pression ( ctivity 1)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Sheet protectors  ctivity 2

aterials to o

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)
Warm-up

Image ards rade K (groups of 2)  ctivity
2

•
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Unit 2 Lesson 11

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)  ctivity
2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

In a future section, students will compare
written numbers 1–10. What strategies do you
anticipate students will use to compare written
numbers  How are these strategies the same
and different from the strategies students have
used to compare the number of images in
groups in this section

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Use “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons.

ake groups with more, fewer, or the same number of images than a given group.

ddressing K. . .6

uestions bout Us  Slide or Swings

arm u 10 min

•
•

egin Lesson

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten
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Kindergarten

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. .

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to consider concepts of number in a familiar conte t.
Students compare groups of images in the synthesis. djust the conte t to better re ect students’
interests and e periences as needed. For e ample, the question can be adjusted to ask students to
choose between two types of playground equipment that are available at school or in the community
where students live.  question can also be chosen from the list that students generated in a previous
lesson.

nstru tional outines

uestions bout Us

aterials to o

uestions bout Us hart (groups of 0)

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

Fewer people chose the swings. 6 people
chose the swings and 10 people chose the
slide. 6 is less than 10.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay the uestions bout Us hart.

“Would you rather play on the slide or on the
swings ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ecord each student’s choice with a circle in a
5-frame.

ti it

“How can we figure out how many students
would rather play on the slide ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite students to
demonstrate counting.

“How many students would rather play on the
slide ”

If needed, ask, “How can we figure out how
many students would rather play on the

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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swings ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

emonstrate or invite students to
demonstrate counting.

“How many students would rather play on the
swings ”

nt esis

“ id fewer people choose the swings or the
slide  How do you know ”

raw roups of Images

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
uilding Towards K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to draw groups of images that have more, fewer, or the
same number of images as a group drawn by their partner. Students use comparison language as
they describe the group their partner should draw. The synthesis builds on an idea introduced in
the previous lesson. Students see that when creating a group that is more than another group,
you first have to make the same amount and then add more ( P8).

Action and ression  nternali e ecuti e unctions heck for understanding by inviting 1–2
students to rephrase directions in their own words. If time permits, invite students to share the
“moves” they will make when it is their turn.
u orts accessi ility for  emory rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Kindergarten

tu ent a ing as  tatement

my group my partner's group

my group my partner's group

tu ent es onses

Sample response

Laun

roups of 2

“ ou are going to draw a group of things.
Then show your group to your partner and
say one of the sentences.”

“ raw a group that has more things
than my group.”

“ raw a group that has fewer things
than my group.”

“ raw a group that has the same
number of things as my group.”

“ our partner will draw a group ne t to
yours, tell you how many things are in the
group, and say a sentence using more’,
fewer’, or the same number’.”

“Switch roles and repeat.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay  circles.

“I need to draw a group of things that has
more than this group.”

raw 2 circles.

“ oes this group have more things  How
can you tell ” (No, I know 2 is less than .)

raw 2 more circles.

“ oes this group have more things  How
can you tell ” (No, they both have  circles
so they are the same.)

raw 1 more circle.

“ oes this group have more things  How
can you tell ” ( es, because they both have

, but your group has 1 more.)

“What if I drew another circle ” ( ou would
still have more. ou could keep drawing as
many circles as you want and you will

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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always have more than .)

an ing tu ent in ing

If students draw a group that doesn t match the direction their partner gave them, consider
asking

“Tell me about the directions that your partner gave you.”

“ an you draw a group that has the same number of things  How can you change this group
so that it has more fewer things ”

Introduce Less, Same, ore, rawings

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage  of the Less, Same, ore center.
Students draw groups that have more, fewer, or the same number of images as a given group.

onsider using a sheet protector or laminating the mats for students to use with dry erase
markers. therwise, make multiple copies of the mats for each group.

 iscussion u orts If necessary, invite students to repeat their reasoning to describe their
comparison to a partner using mathematical language  “ an you say that again using the words
more fewer the same ”
Ad ances  istening  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to Gat er

Sheet protectors

aterials to o

Image ards rade K (groups of 2), Less,
Same, ore at (groups of 2)

•
•
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Kindergarten

e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs a set of cards from the introduction master.

Laun

roups of 2

ive students the mats and cards.

“We are going to learn a new way to play the
Less, Same, ore center. It is called Less,
Same, ore, rawings.”

“First, draw a card and place it at the top of
the mat. Figure out how many things are on
the card.”

Point to each square as you e plain  “ raw
three groups in the squares below. raw one
group that has fewer things, one group that
has the same number of things, and one
group that has more things.”

“Switch mats with your partner. heck to be
sure you agree with the groups your partner
made.”

“ hoose one of the groups you drew to
describe with a sentence using more,’ fewer,’
or the same number’.”

“When you are finished, place a new card at
the top of your mat and draw groups that
have more, fewer, and the same number in
the squares.”

ti it

10 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay the card with 5 dots in a number cube
arrangement

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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“ raw a group that has fewer images.”

1 minute  independent work time

“How many images are in the group you
drew ”

Share responses.

“ id all of our groups have the same number
of things  Why ” (No, some people drew
groups with 2 things and some people drew
groups with  things.  and 2 are both less
than 5.)

“ id all of our groups have fewer than 5
things ” ( es.)

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice counting
and comparing groups of objects and images.

Students choose from any stage of previously introduced centers.

Less, Same, ore

ingo

ath Stories

onnecting ubes

Number ace

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Kindergarten

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Less, Same, ore, Stages 1-

ingo, Stage 1

ath Stories, Stage 1

onnecting ubes, Stages 1-

Number ace, Stage 1

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Less, Same, ore ingo

ath Stories onnecting ubes

Number ace

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned. ou can
also continue playing Less, Same, ore.

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“Tell your partner one way they were a good
partner today. ive your partner one suggestion
for the ne t time we work with partners.”

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we made groups with more, fewer, or the same number of things as another group.”

raw or display

and

“Tell your partner how you would figure out which group has fewer dots.” (I would count each group
and see which has more. I see 5 and 2 more in the first group so I would count 5 in the second group
and see if there were 2 more.  is more than 6.)

raw or display

“Tell your partner what you would do if you had to make a group with fewer dots.” (I would draw 5. I
know 5 is fewer because there wouldn’t be any dots under the 5-frame.)

tu ent e tion ummar

In this section, we counted many different groups of things.
We kept track of which ones we counted to make sure that we only counted each thing one time.

We also compared the number of things in groups using “more”, “fewer”, and “the same number.”

Sometimes we could just see that there were more.

There are more cups than straws.

Sometimes we had to match or count to figure out which group had fewer.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Kindergarten

6 dots is fewer than  dots.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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e tion : onne t uantities an  Numbers

Lesson 12: onne t uantities an  Numbers

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to connect quantities to written and spoken numbers.

ddressing K. , K. . . , K. . . , K. . .5
uilding Towards K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

atch spoken and written numbers and
groups of objects.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out which groups of objects go
with which numbers.

In previous sections, students connected quantities to spoken number words. In this lesson, students
connect groups of objects to written and spoken numbers.  reference sheet is provided for students
who do not yet recognize all of the written numbers. Students can determine how many dots there are
to figure out which number it is.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ction and pression ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 1)

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See  (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper)  ctivity 1, ctivity 2

ollections of objects  ctivity 1, ctivity 2

olored pencils, crayons, or markers
ctivity 

aterials to o

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with
5-Frames (groups of 2)  ctivity 2

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)  ctivity 

Number ace Stage 1 ecording Sheet for

•
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onnecting cubes  ctivity 

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Writing (groups of 1)  ctivity 

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

Which centers from this unit can be used to
support students in building an understanding
that the arrangement of objects does not
change the quantity

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

atch groups of objects or images to the spoken number word that tells how many.

ddressing K. . .

How any o ou See  Image Flash

arm u 10 min

•

egin Lesson

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

The purpose of this How any o ou See is for students to recognize and name groups of images and
describe how they see the images. This is the first time students complete the full warm-up routine,
with  images that are ashed quickly for the students to see. The first two images show  in different
arrangements, which builds the understanding that the same quantity can be represented in different
ways. The third image builds on the second image with two more dots added in a different color to
encourage students to see the image as both 5 dots as well as a group of  dots and a group of 2 dots.

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See

tu ent a ing as  tatement

How many do you see
How do you see them

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

 There are 2 on the top and 1 on the
bottom.

 I just see  in a line.

5  There are  black dots and 2 white dots.

Laun

roups of 2

“How many do you see  How do you see
them ”

Flash the image.

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

isplay the image.

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

ecord responses.

epeat for each image.

nt esis

isplay the image of 5 dots.

“ id you and your partner see these dots the
same way ”

“There are 5 dots. There are  black dots and
2 white dots.”

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of  needs  bags. ne bag each with  5 objects, objects, 8 objects, and 9 objects.

Which ag

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . .5
uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to match numbers and groups of objects. Students find
the bag that contains the given number of objects. The bags can be filled with math tools such as
connecting cubes and counters or classroom objects. The number is displayed and said orally to
assist students in connecting the written number to the spoken number word.

 iscussion u orts Students should take turns finding a match and e plaining their
reasoning to their group. onnect to previously learned comparison language by listening for and
encouraging the appropriate use of the phrase “same number as.”
Ad ances  istening  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper), ollections of objects

tu ent es onses

Students find the bag that contains the given
number of objects.

Laun

roups of 

ive each group of students bags.

Write or display the number 8.

“Find the bag that has 8 objects.”

ti it

2 minutes  small-group work time

epeat the steps with the numbers 5, ,

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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and 9.

nt esis

Invite a group of students to share which
bag contained 9 objects.

“How do you know that this bag of objects
goes with the number 9 ” (We counted
them and there are 9.)

ounting Stations

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . .5
uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to match numbers and groups of objects. ach group
of students has a collection of 1-10 objects in a bag labelled with a letter. ach group of students
counts to determine how many objects are in their bag. Students find the number on their
recording sheet and write the letter that is on their bag. The bags of objects can be rotated
between groups or groups of students can move from one bag of objects to the ne t.

s students count the objects at each station, they write the letter ne t to the number that shows
how many objects are in the bag. onsider establishing a noise or movement to signal to students
when it is time to transition between stations. There do not need to be 10 stations.

Action and ression  e elo  ression and ommunication Students might need support
counting the collection of objects that are greater than 5. ive students access to 5-frames so that
they can use them to help count the collections.
u orts accessi ility for  once tual rocessing rgani ation  isual atial rocessing

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper), ollections of objects

aterials to o

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of  needs 1 bag of 1-10 objects labelled with a letter.

5-Frames (groups of 2)

tu ent a ing as  tatement

num er o  o e ts ag name
1
2

5
6

8
9

10

tu ent es onses

Students write the letter from each station
under the number that shows how many
objects are in the collection.

num er o  o e ts ag name
1 H
2

5 F
6

8
9

10 I

Laun

roups of 

ive students access to the Numbers
eference Sheet.

isplay a bag with  objects labelled with
the letter “ ”.

“How many objects are in the bag ”

ount as a class or invite a student to count
the objects.

“There are  objects. Find the number  on
your recording sheet. This bag has an on
it, so we should write ne t to the
number .

ive each group of  students a bag.

“There is a collection of objects and a letter
on your bag. Figure out how many objects
are in the collection. Then write the letter
ne t to the number that shows how many
objects are in the collection.”

ti it

 minutes  small-group work time

otate bags or students to as many
stations as time allows.

nt esis

Invite students to share which number they
marked for each station.

“How did you figure out that the number 5
goes with this collection of objects ” (I
counted them and then looked for the
number 5.)

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Number ace, Stage 1

eoblocks, Stages 1 and 2

evisit Number ace, Numbers 1–10

ti it  20 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to revisit stage 1 of the Number ace center. In an
earlier variation, students traced numbers. Students practice recognizing and writing numbers as
they roll a connecting cube onto the mat and write the number that it lands on. Students continue
rolling and writing until one number wins  (all of the numbers in the column are written). fter
students have written all of one number, they can finish writing the rest of the numbers. Students
can use different colors or writing utensils during this center. Writing numbers backwards
(“reversals”) and incorrectly forming numbers is e pected in kindergarten. The emphasis is on
students writing a number that is recognizable to others with practice.

fter they participate in the center, students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

eoblocks

ath Fingers

aterials to Gat er

olored pencils, crayons, or markers,
onnecting cubes, aterials from previous

centers

aterials to o

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2), Number ace
Stage 1 ecording Sheet for Writing (groups
of 1)

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Number ace

Laun

roups of 2

ive each student a recording sheet. ive
each group of 2 students a number mat

•
•

•

•
•
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eoblocks

ath Fingers

and a connecting cube. ive students
access to colored pencils, crayons, or
markers.

isplay the recording sheet.

“We are going to learn a new way to play
Number ace. What do you notice ” (The
numbers are written at the bottom. There
aren’t numbers to trace.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

“Instead of tracing numbers we will practice
writing numbers. What do you do each turn
when you play Number ace with your
partner ”

ti it

If needed, say  “ oll the cube onto the
number mat. Find that number on your
recording sheet and write that number in
the bottom bo . Take turns rolling and
writing until you’ve written all of one
number. That number is the winner.”

5 minutes  partner work time

“Now you can choose another center. ou
can also continue playing Number ace.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

10 minutes  center work time

If time, invite students to choose another
center.

nt esis

“Which number was your favorite to write
Which number was most challenging to
write  What made it challenging ”

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Lesson nt esis 5 min

isplay  pattern blocks or  other objects.

“Tell your partner about these pattern blocks.”

Invite students who used the number four to describe the pattern blocks to share.

If no student used a number to describe the pattern blocks, say “Tell your partner about these pattern
blocks using a number.”

Write the number .

“There are  pattern blocks. We can use words and numbers to describe how many there are. We can
say the word four and write the number  and show  objects. They are all .”

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Lesson 1 : Numbers in an  a s

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to connect groups of images in different arrangements to
spoken and written numbers.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .5
uilding Towards K. , K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ount to answer “how many” questions
about images presented in lines, arrays,
circles, on fingers, and on 5-frames.

atch written numbers and groups of
images.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out how many things there are.

In a previous section, students counted groups of images in lines, arrays, dot cube arrangements, on 
5-frames, and on fingers. In this lesson, students initially match one group of images with a number as 
they practice counting and keeping track of images in a circle. ircular arrangements can be more 
challenging for students because they need to keep track of where they started counting. Students 
need repeated practice counting and keeping track of images arranged in circles. This skill will be 
revisited in future units and is not necessary for all students by the end of this lesson. Then students 
match more than one group of images to each number, which encourages them to notice that the 
arrangement of a group of images does not affect the number of images. Two-color counters and 
connecting cubes should be made available to students. s demonstrated in the optional activity in the 
previous section, students can place one object on each image as they count as one way to keep track.

Students have used sets of cards in the Image ards introduction master in previous sections and 
lessons. dd the cards from the Images in ircles ards introduction master to the e isting sets of 
cards.

In the lesson synthesis, students practice saying the verbal count sequence to 20. dd variety to the 
counting by adding movement. For e ample, students can count as they clap, stomp their feet, or 
jump.

ess or:
tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

•
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nstru tional outines

How any o ou See  (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

aterials from a previous activity  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

aterials to o

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with
5-Frames (groups of 2)  ctivity 1

ircle ards (groups of 2)  ctivity 2

Sort y Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)
ctivity 2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

How effective were your questions in supporting
students’ thinking today  What did students say
or do that showed they were effective

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

atch groups of objects or images to the spoken number word that tells how many.

ddressing K. . .

•

egin Lesson
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How any o ou See  ifferent rrangements of 

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
uilding Towards K.

The purpose of this How any o ou See is for students to recognize and name groups of images and
describe how they see the images. ach image has  dots, but they are arranged differently. The
number  is displayed during the synthesis to give students opportunities to recognize numbers and
connect numbers and quantities.

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See

tu ent a ing as  tatement

How many do you see
How do you see them

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

 I counted 1, 2, , . There are 2 and 2 more.

 I see  on top and 1 more on the bottom. I
see 2 and then 2 more.

Laun

roups of 2

“How many do you see  How do you see
them ”

Flash the image.

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

isplay the image.

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

ecord responses.

epeat for each image.

nt esis

isplay or write and say “ ”.

” ach one has  dots. ven though they are
arranged differently, they are all .”

isplay the image of  dots in a 5-frame.

“  5-frame is one tool that we have been
using to arrange and organize objects or
pictures. What do you know about this

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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 It is just like the last picture but the dots are
all in a line. 1 dot is missing from the 5-frame.

5-frame ” (There are 5 squares. In this picture,
there are  dots in the squares. ne square is
empty.)

atching roups of Images and Numbers

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5
uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to match groups of images to numbers. Students count
images arranged in circles for the first time, which requires students to keep track of which image
they counted first. s students work, monitor for students who

mark which image they counted first

mark each image as they count

aterials to o

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with 5-Frames
(groups of 2)

tu ent a ing as  tatement Laun

roups of 2

isplay the student book.

“What numbers do you see on this page ”

“Let’s say each number together.”

Point to and say each written number on
the student page.

ive students access to the Number
eference Sheet.

“ raw a line from each number to the
group of dots that it matches.”

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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tu ent es onses

ti it

5 minutes  independent work time

onitor for students who have a method
for counting images in a circle.

“Share your work with your partner.

2 minutes  partner discussion

nt esis

isplay 8 dots in a circle.

“How did you figure out how many dots
there are ”

0 seconds  partner discussion

Invite previously identified students to
share how they counted the dots.

“What number matches this group of
dots ” (8. There are 8 dots.)

“I can write the number 8 or draw 8 things.
They both show 8.”

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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an ing tu ent in ing

If students count some of the images more than one time or do not count some images, consider
asking

“Which dots have you counted  How do you know ”

“What can you do to help you remember which dots you have counted already and which
ones you still need to count ”

ifferent rrangements, Same Number

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5
uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to match groups of images to numbers. Students
match multiple groups of images to the same number. Students start to work with
numerical symbols as they learn that the number describing a set of images or objects stays the
same no matter how those images or objects or organized ( P , P8).

 iscussion u orts Invite students to begin partner interactions by repeating the question,
“How did you count ” or “How did you keep track of your count ” This gives both students an
opportunity to produce language.
Ad ances  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

e resentation  e elo  anguage and ym ols Synthesis  Students might need support connecting
the numeral representation of the number to the groups of images. ake connections between
these representations by counting the images together and verifying the matching numeral.
u orts accessi ility for  once tual rocessing anguage

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ut out images in circle cards from the introduction master to make a set of cards for each group of 2. 
dd these cards to the Image ards from a previous lesson.

aterials to Gat er

aterials from a previous activity

aterials to o

ircle ards (groups of 2), Sort y Number
at 1-10 (groups of 2)

tu ent es onses Laun

roups of 2

isplay the number mat and 1 card.

“What do you notice  What do you
wonder ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

“Where do you think I should place this
card  Why do you think that ” (There are 
dots so you should put it by the number .)

ti it

ive each group a set of cards and the sort
by number mat.

“With your partner place each card with the
number it matches. Take turns ipping a
card and e plaining which number the card
should go with.”

 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

“Which cards did you match with the
number 5 ”

Share responses. s students share,
display the cards that students matched to
the number 5.

“What is the same about all of these cards
What is different about them ” (They all
have 5 dots. They look different. Some are
in lines and some are in circles.)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
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“ ll of these cards show 5. This number is
also 5.”

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Number ace, Stage 1

eoblocks, Stages 1 and 2

ath Fingers, Stages 1 and 2

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice composing,
decomposing, and comparing numbers.

Students choose from any stage of previously introduced centers.

Number ace

eoblocks

ath Fingers

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Number ace

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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eoblocks

ath Fingers

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“Which center did you enjoy most today
What did you like about that center ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

Write the number 5 and display these 2 cards

“ ai matched the fingers and the dots in a circle to the number 5. iego says that the fingers and dots
can’t both show 5 because the dots are in a circle and the fingers are in a line. What do you think ”
(There are 5 fingers and 5 dots so it doesn’t matter how they are arranged.)

“There are 5 fingers and 5 dots, so they can both go with the number 5. There are many different ways
to show numbers. We can use 5’ to describe many groups that look different, but all have the same
number of things.”

“Let’s practice counting to 20.”

emonstrate counting to 20. ount to 20 as a class 1–2 times.

•
•
•
•

•
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Lesson 1 : ount ut b e ts

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to count out a given number of objects.

ddressing K. , K. . .5, K. . .6

ea er a ing Learning Goals

iven a written number, count out a group
of objects.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out how many toppings we
need to put on our pizza.

ounting out objects requires students to remember which number they need to stop at while also
matching each object with one number. In this lesson, students create multiple groups with the same
number of objects that match written numbers.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ction and pression ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L  ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See  (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

hart paper  ctivity 2

onnecting cubes  ctivity 2

ounters  ctivity 1, ctivity 2, ctivity 

eoblocks  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Number cards 0–10  ctivity 

Pattern blocks  ctivity 2

aterials to o

Number ards (0-10) (groups of 2)  ctivity
1

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with
5-Frames (groups of 2)  ctivity 1

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with
5-Frames (groups of 2)  ctivity 2

ingo Stages 1-  ameboard (groups of )
ctivity 

•
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Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

In the ne t lesson, students draw groups of
images to represent numbers. What did you
learn about each student in today’s activities
that is helpful in planning for the counting
activity tomorrow

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ount out 1–10 objects or draw 1-10 images to match a given number.

ddressing K. . .5

How any o ou See  5-frames and Fingers

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

The purpose of this How any o ou See is for students to subitize or use grouping strategies to

•

egin Lesson
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describe the images they see. When students use the structure of fingers and 5-frames to recognize
and describe quantities they look for and make use of structure ( P ).

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See

tu ent a ing as  tatement

How many do you see
How do you see them

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

5  The 5-frame is full so there are 5.

6  There is 1 more than the last time.

6  There are 6 fingers.

Laun

roups of 2

“How many do you see  How do you see
them ”

Flash image.

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

isplay image.

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

ecord responses.

epeat for each image.

nt esis

isplay the images of 6 dots in a 5-frame and
6 fingers.

“What is the same about these  What is
different ” (They both show 6. They both have
a group of 5. ne uses dots and one uses
fingers.)

ti it  1 10 min

Toppings on Pizza PL  ctivity

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

reate a set of number cards from the introduction master for each group of 2. emove the 
cards with 0 from the sets.

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to count out objects to match a number. Students 
recognize numbers 1-10 and count out objects to represent the number. The 5-frame is not 
shown under each number, but students who need more support in recognizing numbers should 
have access to the number cards with 5-frames.

Number ards 0-10 are provided as a introduction master. In this unit, only numbers 1-10 should 
be provided to students. ero will be introduced in a future unit. Students will continue to use 
these cards throughout the year. onsider copying the cards on cardstock or laminating them 
and keeping them organized in sets to be used repeatedly.

aterials to Gat er

ounters

aterials to o

Number ards (0-10) (groups of 2), eference
Sheet Numbers (1–10) with 5-Frames (groups
of 2)

tu ent a ing as  tatement Laun

roups of 2

ive each group of students a set of
number cards and counters.

“What is your favorite pizza topping ”

isplay the student book and a number
card.

“If my partner showed me this card, how
many pizza toppings should I add to my
pizza ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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tu ent es onses

Students put the given number of counters on
their pizza.

ti it

“Pick a card and show it to your partner.
our partner puts that many pizza toppings

on the pizza. heck to make sure your
partner put the right number of toppings
on the pizza. Take turns until you use all of
the cards.”

5 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

“How did you know how many toppings to
put on your pizza ” ( ecause we all saw the
number  and put  pieces on our pizza.)

isplay the number .

“I’m going to put the toppings on the pizza.
Tell me when I should stop putting
toppings on the pizza.”

ount as you put each counter on the
pizza. o not stop adding counters until the
class tells you to.

If the class tells you to stop after placing 
counters, ask

“Why do I need to stop putting
toppings on the pizza ”

“How many toppings are on the
pizza  How do you know ”

If the class does not tell you to stop placing
the counters, place 10-15 counters on the
pizza and ask

“How many toppings are on my
pizza now  How many toppings was
I supposed to put on my pizza ”

an ing tu ent in ing

If students count out more or fewer objects than the given number, consider asking

“Tell me about how many toppings you are putting on the pizza.”

“When will you stop putting toppings on the pizza ”

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 to  students needs a piece of chart paper with a number (1-10) written at the
top.

Number Posters with bjects

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to count out objects to match a number. Students work
in small groups to create many different groups with the number on their poster. fter students
create their posters, they participate in a gallery walk. s students see many different groups of
objects representing the same number, they develop their understanding that the arrangement
of objects does not affect the number ( P ). onsider establishing a small sound or motion to
signal to students when it is time to move from one poster to the ne t. Students can use math
tools that they have been introduced to or classroom objects such as crayons, paper clips, and
buttons.
The chart paper with numbers will be used again in the ne t lesson.

 om are and onnect Synthesis  To amplify student language as they compare, contrast,
and connect the groups of objects, encourage students to point to the relevant parts of the
displays as they speak.
Ad ances  e resenting  on ersing

ess or nglis  Learners

Action and ression  nternali e ecuti e unctions Invite students to plan a strategy, including
the tools they will use to create their group poster. If time allows, invite students to share their
plan with their whole group before they begin.
u orts accessi ility for  rgani ation once tual rocessing

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

hart paper, onnecting cubes, ounters,
eoblocks, Pattern blocks

aterials to o

eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with
5-Frames (groups of 2)

•
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tu ent es onses Laun

roups of 2–

ive each group of students a piece of
chart paper with a number 1-10 written on
top. ive students access to math tools and
classroom materials.

“ ou are going to make a poster with your
group. Use things from our classroom to
make groups of objects to show the
number on your poster.”

ti it

5 minutes  small-group work time

“Walk around and look at the posters that
other groups made. What do you notice
How are the other posters the same as
your poster  How are they different ”

5 minutes  gallery walk

nt esis

isplay a completed number poster.

“What is the same about all of the groups
on this page  What is different ” ( ll of the
groups have 5 objects. There are lots of
different objects.)

If needed, “The number 5 tells me to get 5
things. ut I can get 5 cubes or 5 crayons or
5 apples. The number 5 tells us how many.”

Introduce ingo, Images and Numbers

ti it  20 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Number ace, Stage 1

eoblocks, Stages 1 and 2

ath Fingers, Stages 1 and 2

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 2 in the ingo center. Students recognize
numbers and identify groups that have the given number of images. The images are presented in
a variety of arrangements, such as on fingers, in 5-frames, in lines, or in dot cube arrangements.
Students may recognize the number of images or may count the images.

fter they participate in the center, students choose from any stage of previously introduced
centers.

Number ace

eoblocks

ath Fingers

aterials to Gat er

ounters, aterials from previous centers,
Number cards 0–10

aterials to o

ingo Stages 1-  ameboard (groups of )

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ingo Number ace

eoblocks ath Fingers

Laun

roups of 

ive each student a game board. ive each
group of students counters and a set of
cards.

“We are going to learn a new way to play
ingo. There are new cards that have

numbers on them. What do you do each
turn when you play ingo with your
group ”

ti it

If needed, say  “Flip over a card and put it in
the middle where everyone can see it. Put a
counter on each square that has the same
number of things. Take turns ipping over

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
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the cards in the deck. The game ends when
someone has  counters in a row.”

 minutes  small-group work time

“Now you can choose another center. ou
can also continue playing ingo.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

If time, invite students to choose another
center.

nt esis

isplay the ingo gameboards with
counters on all of the groups of 5.

“What card do you think this group ipped
over  How do you know ” (They ipped
over the card with the number 5. They
covered up the groups with 5 things.)

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we counted out objects to show numbers. What other things could we do to show the number
9 ” (We could show 9 fingers. We could draw a picture with 9 things.)

“Let’s practice counting to 20.”

emonstrate counting to 20. ount to 20 as a class 1-2 times.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Lesson 1 : ra  Grou s o  ings

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to draw a given number of images.

ddressing K. , K. . . , K. . .5
uilding Towards K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

iven a written number, draw a picture
with that number of images in it.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out how many things to draw.

In a previous lesson, students created number posters by counting out groups of objects with a given
number. In this lesson, students complete the same activity but draw groups of images to show each
number. The same posters that were used in the previous lesson can be used in the first activity.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ction and pression ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See  (Warm-up), L  ompare and onnect ( ctivity 1)

aterials to Gat er

hart paper  ctivity 1

onnecting cubes  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

aterials to o

ath Libs Scenes (groups of 2)  ctivity 2

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)  ctivity 2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 15 min

ea er e e tion uestion

Think about a time you recently made a mistake
during math class. How did you leverage your
mistake to show students that mistakes are just
learning in process

•
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ctivity 2 10 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ount out 1–10 objects or draw 1-10 images to match a given number.

Write numbers 1–10.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .5

How any o ou See  any Ways to Show 5

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.

The purpose of this warm-up is for students to subitize or use grouping strategies to describe the
images they see. Students look for and make use of structure when they notice and use the
arrangement of one image to help them with the ne t ( P ).

•
•

egin Lesson
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nstru tional outines

How any o ou See

tu ent a ing as  tatement

How many do you see
How do you see them

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

5  There are  black dots and 2 white dots.

5  There are  dots on top and 1 on the
bottom.

5  The 5-frame is full. There are  black dots
and 1 white dot, just like the last picture.

Laun

roups of 2

“How many do you see  How do you see
them ”

Flash the image.

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

isplay the image.

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

ecord responses.

epeat for each image.

nt esis

isplay or write and say “5”.

“ ach group has 5 dots. ven though they are
arranged differently, they are all 5.”

“We have been showing numbers in many
different ways. What ways to show 5 did you
see in this warm-up  What are some other
ways that you can show 5 ” (We saw 5 dots.
We saw 5 on a 5-frame. We could hold up 5
fingers. We could use 5 counters or objects.)

Number Posters with rawings

ti it  1 15 min

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of  students need a piece of chart paper with a number (1-10) written at the top.

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to draw images to match a number. Students work in
small groups to draw many different groups with the number on their poster. fter students
create their posters, they participate in a gallery walk. onsider establishing a small sound or
motion to signal to students when it is time to move from one poster to the ne t.

This activity uses  om are and onnect dvances  epresenting, onversing.

nstru tional outines

L  ompare and onnect

aterials to Gat er

hart paper

tu ent es onses Laun

roups of 

ive each group of students a piece of
chart paper with a number 1-10 written on
top. ive students access to crayons,
colored pencils, or markers.

“ ou are going to make a poster with your
group. raw as many groups as you can to
show the number on your poster.”

ti it

5 minutes  small-group work time

“Walk around and look at the posters that
other groups made. What do you notice
How are the other posters the same as
your poster  How are they different ”

5 minutes  gallery walk

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
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nt esis

isplay a student drawing of 6 things or
draw 6 apples in an array

“ lena drew these apples. Which number
poster did she draw these apples for  How
do you know ”

isplay a student drawing of 6 things or
draw 6 apples in a line of 5 and 1

“ iego drew these apples. Which number
poster did he draw these apples for  How
do you know ”

Introduce ath Libs, raw 1–10

ti it  2 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5
uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage 1 of the ath Libs center. Students draw
groups of images to match given numbers.

•

•

•

•
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 iscussion u orts Synthesis  Some students may benefit from the opportunity to rehearse
what they will say with a partner before they share with the whole class.
Ad ances  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

Action and ression  nternali e ecuti e unctions heck for understanding by inviting 1–2
students to rephrase directions in their own words. If time permits, invite students to share the
“moves” they will make when it is their turn.
u orts accessi ility for  emory  rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes

aterials to o

ath Libs Scenes (groups of 2), Number at
1-10 (groups of 2)

tu ent es onses

Students draw the number of images in their
picture scenes.

Laun

roups of 2
ive each group of students a number mat, 

a connecting cube, and two copies of
a page from the introduction master.

“We are going to learn a new center called 
ath Libs.”

emonstrate rolling a cube onto the mat.
“Should I write  ne t to the butter ies, 
ladybugs, caterpillars, owers, or rabbits ”

“I wrote  ne t to the rabbits, so now I need 
to draw  rabbits in my picture. It’s okay if 
my rabbits don’t look e actly like the 
rabbits in the picture. Then I will roll for my 
partner and they will write the number and 
add drawings to their picture.”

emonstrating drawing  rabbits in the 
picture.

ti it

“Take turns playing with your partner. oll

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
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the cube and tell your partner the number.
Then they choose where to write the
number and draw that many things in their
picture.”

6 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

Invite –  students to share their pictures.
isplay the pictures for the class.

“Why do all of the pictures have ladybugs in
them ” (We all had to draw some ladybugs.)

“Why don’t they all have the same number
of ladybugs ” (The number was different
each time you rolled.)

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice composing,
decomposing, and comparing numbers.

Students choose from any stage of previously introduced centers.

ath Libs

ingo

Number ace

eoblocks

ath Fingers

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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ath Libs, Stage 1

ingo, Stages 1 and 2

Number ace, Stage 1

eoblocks, Stages 1 and 2

ath Fingers, Stages 1 and 2

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ath Libs ingo

Number ace eoblocks

ath Fingers

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

Invite students to display their completed
ath Libs page.

“How many  did they draw  How do
you know ” (I counted them. They wrote
the number  ne t to it.)

Lesson nt esis 5 min

isplay 2 student-created ath Libs pictures from the second activity, but hide the numbers written at
the top. ecord and display one set of numbers separately, so that students can determine which
picture matches the numbers.

“Han wrote down these numbers for his picture. Which picture did Han draw ”

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Lesson 1 : rite Numbers to e resent uantities

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to write numbers to represent quantities.

ddressing K. , K. . . , K. . .5
uilding Towards K. . . .c

ea er a ing Learning Goals

Write numbers 1-10 to represent a
quantity.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s write numbers to show how many
there are.

Students count groups of objects and images and write numbers to show how many in each group.
Writing numbers backwards (“reversals”) and incorrectly forming numbers is e pected in kindergarten.
The emphasis is on students writing a number that is recognizable to others with practice.

This lesson has a Student Section Summary.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ngagement ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See  (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper)  ctivity 2

ollections of objects  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Sticky notes  ctivity 2

aterials to o

ath Stories Stage 1 ecording Sheet
(groups of 2)  ctivity 1

ath Stories Stage 1 and  Pictures (groups
of 8)  ctivity 1

•
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Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

The SS require students to compare two
numbers between 1 and 10 presented as
written numerals. How has the work of this
section helped students prepare to meet this
standard

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

Write numbers 1–10.

ddressing K. . .

How any o ou See  ne ore with a 5-frame

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K.
uilding Towards K. . . .c

•

egin Lesson
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The purpose of this How any o ou See is for students to subitize or use grouping strategies to
describe the images they see. ecognizing and describing one more than a given quantity will be useful
in the ne t section when students work on creating and identifying one more than a given quantity or
number.

When students use the structure of the 5-frame to recognize and describe quantities, they look for and
make use of structure ( P ).

nstru tional outines

How any o ou See

tu ent a ing as  tatement

How many do you see
How do you see them

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

 There are  on the 5-frame. 1 is missing.

6  There is a 5-frame and 1 more. 5 and 1
more is 6.

 There is 1 more than the last picture.

Laun

roups of 2

“How many do you see  How do you see
them ”

Flash image.

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

isplay image.

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

ecord responses.

nt esis

isplay the images with 6 dots on a 5-frame
and  dots on a 5-frame.

“What changed from this group to this
group ” (There was one more dot. There were
6 and now there are .)

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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evisit ath Stories, How any

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to revisit stage 1 of the ath Stories center. In an
earlier variation, students asked and answered “how many” questions about groups of images in
different arrangements. In the activity, students represent how many images there are using
drawings, numbers, or words. Using written numbers to represent how many images there are is
highlighted in the activity synthesis.

aterials to o

ath Stories Stage 1 and  Pictures (groups of
8), ath Stories Stage 1 ecording Sheet (groups
of 2)

tu ent es onses Laun

roups of 2

ive each group of students picture cards.
ive each student a recording sheet.

“We are going to learn a new way to play
ath Stories.”

isplay a picture card.

“Think of one how many’ question that you
can ask your partner about this picture.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share and record responses.

“Take turns with your partner asking how
many’ questions about the picture. When
your partner asks you a how many’
question, show how many things there are
on the recording sheet. Show your thinking
using drawings, numbers, or words.”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

onitor for students who write a number
in their representation.

nt esis

Invite students who wrote a number in
their representation to share.

“How many boats did they count  How do
you know ” (They counted 5 boats. I know
because they wrote the number 5.)

“We can write numbers to show how many
things we counted. If you haven’t already,
write a number to show how many you
counted.”

“When you play ath Stories during
centers, be sure to write a number to show
how many things you counted. ou can
also use drawings or words.

an ing tu ent in ing

If students count the images in the introduction master and do not create a written 
representation

“How many  are there ”

“How can you show that there are  things  an you use drawings or numbers to show that
there are  things ”

Label ystery ags

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . .5

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ach student needs a brown paper (not see through) bag with 1 to 10 objects inside.

The purpose of this activity is to represent quantities of 1-10 objects using a number. Students
practice counting groups of 1-10 objects and recognizing and writing numbers. In the activity
synthesis, students determine how many objects are in a bag based on the number label, which
encourages them to connect numbers to quantities ( P2). Students develop their understanding
that the arrangement of objects does not affect the quantity.

ny small classroom materials can be used to fill the mystery bags, such as buttons, connecting
cubes, or pencils. ollections that students bring from home can also be used.

 iscussion u orts Synthesis  fter the objects are arranged in a line and students state
how many objects there are, ask, “How do you know ”. ive students 1–2 minutes to make sure
that everyone in their group can e plain. Invite groups to rehearse what they will say before
sharing with the whole class.
Ad ances  eaking on ersing

ess or nglis  Learners

ngagement  e elo  ort and ersistence Some students would benefit from having clear
e amples of the e pectation of group work in this activity. Invite students to generate a list of
shared e pectations for group work. sk students to share e plicit e amples of what those
e pectations would look like in this activity.
u orts accessi ility for  ocial motional unctioning

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

ags (brown paper), ollections of objects,
Sticky notes

tu ent es onses

Students determine how many objects are
in the bag.

Students use the correct number to
represent how many objects are in each
bag.

Laun

roups of 

“Today we’re going to play a game called
ystery ags’. There are some objects

inside each bag but we can’t see how
many. We need to figure out how many
objects are in the bag and then put a label
on the bag so that the ne t group knows

•

•
•

•
•
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how many objects are inside.”

isplay a bag. emonstrate taking each
object out of the bag and counting the
objects.

“Which number should I write on my sticky
note to show how many objects there are ”

emonstrate writing the number on the
sticky note and placing it on the bag.

ti it

ive each group of students  bags filled
with 1-10 objects and sticky notes.

“Work with your group to figure out how
many objects are in each bag. Write a
number on the sticky note to show how
many objects are in each bag.”

5 minutes  small-group work time

ach group trades their bags with another
group.

“Now you have another group’s bags. Look
at their sticky notes and see if you can
figure out how many objects are in the bag.
Then check in the bag to see how many
objects are really in the bag.”

5 minutes  small-group work time

nt esis

isplay a bag containing 8 objects labelled
with the number 8 for all to see.

“How many objects do you think are in this
bag  What makes you think that ” (I think
there are 8 objects in the bag, because the
number 8 is on the sticky note.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

“Let’s see if you were right.”

Take the objects out of the bag and count
them.

“There were 8 objects in the bag. We could

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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tell because the number 8 was written on
the bag. Now I’m going to put the objects in
a line. How many objects are there now ”

emonstrate moving the 8 objects into a
line.

“We still have 8 objects. I didn’t add any
more objects or take any away, so there
are still 8 objects.”

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

ath Stories, Stage 1

ath Libs, Stage 1

ingo, Stages 1 and 2

Number ace, Stage 1

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose from activities that offer practice composing,
decomposing, and comparing numbers.

Students choose from any stage of previously introduced centers.

ath Stories

ath Libs

ingo

Number ace

eoblocks

ath Fingers

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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eoblocks, Stages 1 and 2

ath Fingers, Stages 1 and 2

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ath Stories ath Libs

ingo Number ace

eoblocks ath Fingers

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“What is one math question that your
partner asked you during centers today ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Why are numbers helpful ” (They tell us how many. It is quicker to write a number than to draw a
picture or take out objects.)

If needed, say  “We can write numbers to tell how many there are. Numbers help us communicate how
many’ easily.”

“Let’s practice counting to 20.”

emonstrate counting to 20. ount to 20 as a class 1–2 times.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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tu ent e tion ummar

In this section, we matched numbers with groups of things.

We also counted out objects and drew pictures to show numbers.

We wrote numbers to show how many things there are.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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e tion : om are Numbers

Lesson 1 : r er o ers an  Numbers

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to order numbers from 1–10.

ddressing K. . . , K. . . .c, K. . .6
uilding Towards K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

rder numbers from 1–10.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s put numbers and cube towers in
order from 1–10.

Students build cube towers to match each number from 1–10. They put the towers and numbers in 
order. Students may use the count sequence to put the numbers in order, or they may use the cube 
towers as representations of each number to help them put the numbers in order. This representation 
of the numbers and cube towers for each number will be used in the ne t lesson as students 
determine one more and one less than a given number.

uring this lesson and throughout the section, students who are not yet recognizing written numbers 
should have access to the eference Sheet Numbers (1–10) with 5-frames introduction master.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 1)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

ct It ut (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes  ctivity 1, ctivity 2

•
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aterials from a previous activity  ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Number cards 0–10  ctivity 1, ctivity 2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 15 min

ctivity 2 10 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

In the first activity, students created towers for
numbers. How does this relate to the standard
K. . . .c

(K. . . .c  Understand that each successive
number name refers to a quantity that is one
larger.)

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ecognize numbers 1–10.

epresent numbers with drawings or objects in order to compare.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .6

ct It ut  Family inner

arm u 10 min

•
•

egin Lesson
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tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .

The purpose of this warm-up is to allow students to connect language to mathematical representation,
and consider different representations for the same quantity. This will be useful when students need
to create and compare representations of quantities in a later activity. This warm-up gives students
opportunities to make sense of problems ( P1).

nstru tional outines

ct It ut

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Han is helping his grandfather set the table for
dinner.

Han puts 8 plates on the table.

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

We can draw pictures of 8 plates.

We can use 8 objects like counters to
represent the owers.

We can write the number “8”.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay and read the story.

“What is the story about ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

ti it

ead the story again.

“How can you show the plates ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

nt esis

s a class, choose two ways to represent the
plates in the story.

ube Towers

ti it  1 15 min

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of students needs a set of number cards 1-10.

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . . .c

The purpose of this activity is for students to make cube towers with a given number of cubes in
each tower. Students practice counting out a given number of objects and connecting numbers
and quantities. The cube towers will be used again in the ne t activity and in the ne t lesson.

e resentation  e elo  anguage and ym ols Synthesis  Students might need support verifying
that the cube tower with 10 cubes does not have 6 cubes. ake connections to the cube tower
and the number cards by counting the total number of cubes in the 6 cube tower to verify that
there are 6 cubes.
u orts accessi ility for  once tual rocessing  anguage

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes, Number cards 0–10

tu ent es onses

Students build a tower to represent each
number from 1–10.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group a set of number cards and
access to connecting cubes.

“We are going to make cube towers. First,
choose a number card. Then build a cube
tower with that number of cubes. When
both partners agree that the tower has the
correct number of cubes, choose another
number card and build the ne t tower. “

ti it

10 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay the number 6 and three different

•
•
•

•

•
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cube towers (2, 6, 10).

“Which tower matches this number  How
do you know ” (6. I counted and there were
6 cubes. I can tell by looking that this one
only has 2 cubes and the big one has too
many cubes to be 6.)

e uire  re aration

Students need access to number cards 1-10 and the cube towers that they created in the previous
activity.

rder Towers and Numbers

ti it  2 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6
uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to put cube towers and numbers in order in a way that
makes sense to them. Students may order the towers first and then match the numbers to the
towers, match the numbers first and then match the towers to the numbers, or they may order
the towers and and the numbers separately. These different strategies are discussed in the
synthesis, giving students a chance to articulate different ways they made sense of ordering the
towers and numbers ( P ).

 iscussion u orts t the appropriate time, give groups 2–  minutes to plan what they will
say when they present to the class. “Practice what you will say when you share how you put your
numbers towers in order, and decide who will share each part.”
Ad ances  eaking  on ersing  e resenting

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes, aterials from a previous
activity, Number cards 0–10

•
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tu ent es onses

Students order their towers and number cards
from 1–10.

Laun

roups of 2

ive groups access to number cards and
the cube towers created in the previous
activity.

“Put your cube towers and numbers in
order in a way that makes sense to you.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

onitor for a group that puts the towers in
order first and another group that puts the
numbers in order first.

nt esis

Invite a previously selected group to share
how they put their towers in order first and
then matched the numbers to each tower.

“How did it help you to put the towers in
order first ” (We started with the smallest
tower that only has one cube, and then we
kept finding the tower that had one more
cube. t the end we just matched the
numbers to the towers.)

Invite a previously selected group to share
how they put the numbers in order first
and then matched a tower to each number.

“How did it help you to put the numbers in
order first ” (We put the numbers in order
from 1-10 like when we count. Then we
picked up each tower, counted the cubes,
and put it ne t to the number it matches.)

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

ath Stories, Stage 1

ath Libs, Stage 1

Number ace, Stage 1

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose activities that offer practice with number and
counting concepts

ath Stories

ath Libs

Number ace

Students will choose from these centers throughout the section. Keep materials from these
centers organized to use each day.

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ath Stories

ath Libs

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Number ace nt esis

“What is one thing that you did well during
centers today  What is one thing that you
want to improve the ne t time you work in
centers ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we made cube towers to match each number. We put the towers and numbers in order.”

isplay the cube towers in order from 1–10 with the numbers below each tower.

“What do you notice about the towers and the numbers ” (The towers get bigger as you count. ach
tower has one more cube than the one before it. ach number is one more than the number before it.)

•
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Lesson 1 : 1 ore or 1 Less it  o ers an  Numbers

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to identify 1 more or 1 less than a given number.

ddressing K. . . , K. . . .c, K. . .6
uilding Towards K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

Identify one more and one less than a given
number.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s find 1 more or 1 less than a number.

Students use the cube towers from the previous lesson. They may notice that the tower and number
just before the given number shows one less and the tower and number just after the given number
shows one more. Students also discuss how to use the count sequence to identify one less and one
more than a given number.

In the lesson synthesis, students practice saying the verbal count sequence to 20. dd variety to the
counting by adding movement. For e ample, students can count as they clap, stomp their feet, or
jump.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ngagement ( ctivity 2)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

ct It ut (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes  ctivity 1, ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Number cards 0–10  ctivity 1

•
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Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

ea er e e tion uestion

In future lessons, students will compare written
numbers 1-10. How does the work with one
more and one less help prepare students for
this work

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ecognize numbers 1–10.

Use knowledge of the count sequence or understanding of magnitude of numbers to
compare numbers.

ddressing K. . . .c, K. . .6

arm u 10 min

ct It ut  Forks for inner PL  ctivity

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . . .c, K. . .6

•
•

egin Lesson
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uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this warm-up is to allow students to connect language to mathematical representation,
which will be useful when students need to represent and compare quantities in a later activity. This
warm-up gives students opportunities to make sense of a problem by acting it out first before thinking
about how to solve the problem ( P1).

nstru tional outines

ct It ut

tu ent a ing as  tatement

ai is helping hand out the forks for dinner.
There are 9 people sitting at the table.

ai has  forks.
re there enough forks for each person to get one

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

We could have 9 people pretend to sit at a
table. We could get  connecting cubes and
pretend that they are forks. We could hand
them out and see if there are enough.

We could use 9 connecting cubes as people
and  counters as forks and match them up.

We could draw a picture with 9 people at the
table and  forks.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay and read the story.

“What is the story about ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

ead the story again.

“How can you act out this story ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

hoose a way to represent the story as a
class.

ead the story together.

nt esis

“ re there enough forks for each person to
get one  How do you know ” (There are not
enough forks for each person to get one.
When we acted out the story, some of the
people didn’t get forks.)

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs cube towers of 1–10 and number cards 1-10.

What’s issing

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . . .c, K. . .6
uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to determine the missing number and tower from the
set of 1–10. Students may use the written numbers or the towers to determine which are missing.
Students may begin counting from 1 to find the missing number or tower. Students may create a
cube tower with the same number of cubes as the tower ne t to the missing tower, and put 1
more cube on or take 1 cube away. Students may use the e isting numbers and determine which
number is more or less (“6 is 1 more than 5. 6 is 1 less than .”) In the synthesis, students will
discuss how they thought about 1 more or 1 less to find the missing number. When students
relate the count sequence, via cube towers or numbers, to 1 more and 1 less they are using a
vital structure of the count sequence ( P ).

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes, Number cards 0–10

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

Students start at 1 and count to identify the
missing tower and number.

Students use the number or tower before
the one that is missing and know what 1
more is.

Students use the number or tower after
the one that is missing and know what 1
less is.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group access to number cards
and cube towers 1–10.

“Put your towers and numbers in order
from 1–10. Put the number under each
tower.”

1 minute  partner work time

“Now one person will close their eyes and
their partner will remove one tower and
the number that matches and hide them
behind their back.”

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
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emonstrate by telling the whole class to
close their eyes. emove the tower and
number card that show .

“ pen your eyes. Which number and tower
are missing  How do you know ”

0 seconds  quiet think time.

0 seconds  partner discussion

“The number and tower that show  were
missing.”

Show the tower and the number card that
was hidden.

“ ontinue playing, taking turns with your
partner.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

onitor for groups using 1 more or 1 less
to determine the missing number.

nt esis

isplay the towers and numbers in order
from 1–10 with 9 missing.

“What number is missing  How do you
know ”

“ id you use the numbers or the towers to
help you figure out what was missing ”

Invite previously selected groups to share
how they used 1 more or 1 less with towers
or numbers to figure out what number was
missing.

an ing tu ent in ing

If students do not use the towers or numbers to identify what is missing, consider asking

“What are you trying to figure out ”

“ ould you build a tower that fits in this spot ”

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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ne Less, ne ore

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . . .c, K. . .6
uilding Towards K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to identify the number that is 1 less or 1 more than a
given number. Students build cube towers and write numbers to match. Students can then find 1
less or 1 more, using the number or the cube towers for support.

 iscussion u orts Invite students to chorally repeat phrases that include “one more than,”
and “one less than  to increase opportunities for verbal output.
Ad ances  istening  eaking

ess or nglis  Learners

ngagement  e elo  ort and ersistence Students might benefit from counting the first tower
that was built to determine how many cubes they need to create a tower that is 1 fewer or 1
more. Invite students to count in sequence the number of cubes and remind them to stop at the
number that is 1 less or 1 more.
u orts accessi ility for  emory Attention rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes

tu ent a ing as  tatement

my tower my partner’s tower

Laun

roups of 2

“ ou will work with your partner to find 1
less and 1 more.”

“Let’s do one together.”

“First, one person builds a tower with the
cubes and writes down a number to show
how many cubes are in the tower.”

•
•
•
•
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my tower my partner’s tower

my tower my partner’s tower

my tower my partner’s tower

tu ent es onses

Students determine 1 fewer or 1 more using
cube towers.
Students determine 1 less or 1 more using
numbers.

ake a tower with  cubes and write the
number .

“Then, their partner makes a new tower
with either 1 fewer or 1 more cube than
this tower.”

“How many cubes can be in the new tower
we make ” (6 or 8)

0 seconds  quiet think time

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

“We can make a tower with 6 cubes
because 6 is 1 less than . Then we write
the number 6.”

uild a tower with 6 cubes and write the
number 6.

“Now, describe our towers using the words
one fewer’ or one more.’” (The tower with
6 has 1 fewer cube than the tower with .
The tower with  has 1 more cube than the
tower with 6.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

0 seconds  partner discussion

Share responses.

ive each group 10 connecting cubes.

“Now it is your turn to play with your
partner.”

ti it

10 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

Invite a student to share a tower and
number they recorded.

“What cube towers and numbers can we
record to show 1 more and 1 less ”

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

ath Stories, Stage 1

ath Libs, Stage 1

Number ace, Stage 1

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose activities that offer practice with number and
counting concepts

ath Stories

ath Libs

Number ace

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

ath Stories

ath Libs

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Number ace

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“What did you like about the activities you
worked on today ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“Today we found 1 less and 1 more than a given number. Tell your partner how you can figure out
what number is 1 less than 9.” (I can count and figure out what number I say right before 9. I can use
cube towers and look for the tower before 9.)

“Let’s practice counting to 20.”

emonstrate counting to 20. ount to 20 as a class 1–2 times.

•

•
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Lesson 1 : om are Numbers an  mages

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to compare groups of images and numbers 1-10.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .6, K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ompare groups of images and numbers
1–10.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out which number is more.

In this lesson, students have the support of images given with each number. Students may use the
images to help them compare, or they may use the count sequence and their understanding that each
successive number represents a quantity of 1 more. In the ne t lesson, students will compare written
numbers.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ngagement ( ctivity 1)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

ct It ut (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

aterials to o

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2)  ctivity
2

Number and Image ards (groups of 2)
ctivity 2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ea er e e tion uestion

What makes someone good at math  In what
ways are you making assumptions about which
of your students are good at math

•
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ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ecognize numbers 1–10.

epresent numbers with drawings or objects in order to compare.

Use knowledge of the count sequence or understanding of magnitude of numbers to
compare numbers.

Use “more,” “less,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons of written numbers.

ddressing K. . .6, K. . .

ct It ut  Pass ut Snacks

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .

•
•
•
•

egin Lesson
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The purpose of this warm-up is to allow students to connect language to mathematical representation,
which will be useful when students interpret and create representations of quantities in order to
identify one more or one less.

This warm-up gives students opportunities to make sense of a problem by acting it out first before
thinking about how to solve the problem ( P1).

nstru tional outines

ct It ut

tu ent a ing as  tatement

iego is passing out snacks to the students at his
table.
He has 5 apples.
His teacher gives him 1 more apple.
How many apples does iego have now

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

We can draw a picture of the 5 apples and
then 1 more apple.

We can use counters to show the apples. We
can get 5 counters and then 1 more counter.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay and read the story.

“What is the story about ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

ead the story again.

“How can you act out this story ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

hoose a way to represent the story as a
class.

ead the story together.

nt esis

“What number is one more than 5  How do
you know ” (6. I counted the pictures we
drew. I know that 6 comes after 5 when we
count.)

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Which Has ore

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6, K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to compare images and numbers. Students count the
number of images and write the number. In order to compare the groups, students may use the
images or the numbers. In the synthesis, students discuss both of these strategies.

ngagement  ro ide Access y ecruiting nterest Leverage choice around perceived challenge.
Invite students to decide which problem they want to solve first.
u orts accessi ility for  ocial motional kills  Attention

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

tu ent a ing as  tatement

1.

2.

Laun

roups of 2

“Figure out how many things there are in
each group. Write the number. Then circle
the group that has more.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

onitor for students who use the images
to compare and other students who use
the numbers to compare.

nt esis

isplay the second problem.

Invite previously selected students to share
how they used the images to compare.

Invite previously selected students to share
how they used the numbers to compare.

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
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.

tu ent es onses

1. 8 and 6, circle 8

2. 5 and , circle 

. 6 and 5, circle 6

Introduce Less, Same, ore, Numbers and Images

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6, K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to learn stage  of the Less, Same, ore center.
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e uire  re aration

ut out cards from the introduction master for each group 
of 2.

Students use cards that show the written number as well as a group of images representing the
number. Students determine if the number on each card is less than, the same as, or more than
the given number. uring the synthesis, students discuss how the structure of the counting
sequence helps us compare numbers ( P ).

 iscussion u orts Invite students to begin partner interactions by repeating the questions,
“Why did you place that card there ”, and, “How do you know ”. This gives both students an
opportunity to produce language.
Ad ances  on ersing

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to o

Less, Same, ore at (groups of 2), Number
and Image ards (groups of 2)

Laun

roups of 2

ive students the mats and cards.

“We are going to learn a new way to do the
Less, Same, ore center.”

“First, draw a card and place it at the top of
the mat. That card will stay there for the
whole round.”

“ s you ip over each other card, decide if it
shows, less than, the same number as, or
more than the card at the top. If it shows less
than, put it in the square on the left. If it
shows the same number as, put it in the
square in the middle, and if it shows more
than, put it in the square on the right.”

“ fter you place each card, tell your partner a
sentence using the words less than’, the
same as’, or more than’.”

emonstrate one round.

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
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ti it

10 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay a mat with the  card at the top.

“What numbers are less than  How do you
know ” (1, 2, , , 5, 6 because when you
count all of those numbers come before  so
they are less than .)

“What numbers are more than ” (8, 9, 10)

e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Less, Same, ore, Stages 1-

ath Libs, Stage 1

Number ace, Stage 1

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose activities that offer practice with number and
counting concepts

Less, Same, ore

ath Libs

Number ace

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
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tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Less, Same, ore

ath Libs

Number ace

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned. ne of
the choices is to continue playing Less,
Same, ore.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“Which materials do you need if you want
to play Less, Same, ore  Where can you
find the materials in our classroom ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

isplay  images with the number  underneath. isplay the number 5.

“How can we figure out which is more ” (We can draw 5 things and figure out if there are more. I know
that  is more than 5 because when we count,  comes after 5.)

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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Lesson 20: e resent an  om are Numbers

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to represent and compare quantities and numbers to 10.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .5, K. . .6, K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

epresent and compare numbers 1–10.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s show numbers in different ways and
make comparison statements.

Students choose a number to represent in different ways using objects, images, and written numbers.
Students use their classmate’s representations to compare numbers and make comparison statements
using the words more , “less”, and “the same number”.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

epresentation ( ctivity 1)

nglis  Learners

L  ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

ct It ut (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

hart paper  ctivity 1

olored pencils, crayons, or markers
ctivity 1

onnecting cubes or counters  ctivity 1

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 10 min

ea er e e tion uestion

In this lesson, students represented numbers in
different ways. What connections did students
make between the different representations

•
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ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ecognize numbers 1–10.

epresent numbers with drawings or objects in order to compare.

Use knowledge of the count sequence or understanding of magnitude of numbers to
compare numbers.

Use “more,” “less,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons of written numbers.

ddressing K. . .6, K. . .

ct It ut  Plates and ups for inner

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

•
•
•
•

egin Lesson
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The purpose of this warm-up is to allow students to connect language to mathematical representation,
which will be useful when students need to compare quantities and numbers in later activities. In the
synthesis, students have the opportunity to practice using the language “more” to compare quantities.

This warm-up gives students opportunities to make sense of a problem by acting it out first before
thinking about how to solve the problem ( P1).

nstru tional outines

ct It ut

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lin and her brother are setting the table for
dinner.
Lin put 8 cups on the table.
Her brother put 6 plates on the table.

id Lin or her brother put more things on the
table

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

We could have someone pretend to be Lin
and someone pretend to be her brother. They
can pretend to hand out plates and cups.

We can use counters as the plates and
connecting cubes as the cups. We can take
out 8 counters for the 8 plates and 6 cubes
for the 6 cups.

We can draw a picture with 8 cups and 6
plates.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay and read the story.

“What is the story about ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

ead the story again.

“How can you act out this story ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

hoose a way to represent the story as a
class.

ead the story together.

nt esis

“ id Lin or her brother put more things on
the table  How do you know ” (Lin put more
things on the table. When we acted it out,
there were 2 plates that did not have any
cups, so there were more plates. 8 is more
than 6.)

“Tell your partner about 8 and 6 using more.’”
(8 is more than 6.)

“8 plates is more than 6 cups. 8 is more than

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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6.”

e uire  re aration

ach group of 2 needs 1 half sheet of chart paper.

epresent Numbers

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . .5

The purpose of this activity is for students to represent a number from 1–10 in different ways.
Students write the number, use objects to create groups, and draw groups of images. Students
use these representations while they take a gallery walk in the ne t activity. Students use
appropriate tools strategically as they choose which objects to use and how to organize them to
represent their number ( P5).

e resentation  nternali e om rehension Students would benefit from recalling the previous
activity where they created a poster. egin by asking, “ oes anyone remember doing a previous
activity where you had to create a poster ” Invite students to share what e pectations and
strategies they used in the prior activity and determine if any of those are applicable in this
activity.
u orts accessi ility for  ocial motional unctioning

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

hart paper, olored pencils, crayons, or
markers, onnecting cubes or counters

tu ent es onses

Students choose a number and represent it in
different ways including writing the number,
creating groups of objects, and drawing groups
of images.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group a half-sheet of chart paper
and access to crayons or colored pencils
and connecting cubes or counters.

•

•
•
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“Work with your partner to choose a
number from 1–10 to show in many
different ways.”

1 minute  partner discussion

“Show your number in as many different
ways as you can.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

“What are some different ways you and
your partner showed your number ” (We
counted out 5 cubes. We wrote the number
5. We drew groups of 5 images. We showed
that it is 1 more than  and 1 less than 6.)

allery Walk  ifferent epresentations

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6, K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to look at different representations of numbers 1–10
that their classmates made. Students compare two numbers, using the numbers or any of the
representations on the charts. They make comparison statements using the words, more , “less”,
and “the same number.” When students share how they compare their numbers, they use their
own mathematical vocabulary and listen to others thinking ( P6).

 om are and onnect Synthesis  To amplify student language, and illustrate connections,
follow along and point to the relevant parts of the displays as students compare the charts.
Ad ances  e resenting  on ersing

ess or nglis  Learners

•

•
•

•

•
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tu ent es onses

Students compare the numbers using the words
more, “less , and “the same number .

Laun

roups of 

rrange the charts from the previous
activity around the room in groups of 2.

“We are going to go on a gallery walk. We
will look at two charts showing different
numbers that our classmates made. First,
talk to your group about what number
each chart shows. Then, compare the
numbers using the words more , less ,
and the same number .”

“When you hear the signal, walk to the ne t
group of charts and repeat.”

ti it

10 minutes  small-group work time

fter students have had about  minutes
discussing their first set of charts, give the
signal for them to move on.

epeat  times.

nt esis

isplay 2 charts.

“What number does each chart show ”

“ ompare the numbers using the words
more , less , and the same number .”

Point to one of the charts and ask, “What
number is 1 more than this number  What
number is 1 less ”

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose activities that offer practice with number and

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Less, Same, ore, Stages 1-

ath Libs, Stage 1

Number ace, Stage 1

counting concepts

Less, Same, ore

ath Libs

Number ace

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Less, Same, ore

ath Libs

Number ace

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

“Think of a time when you were frustrated
while you were working in centers. What
did you do  Was it helpful ”

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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Lesson nt esis 5 min

Today we showed numbers in many different ways. We also compared numbers.

uring the gallery walk, how did you figure out which number was more  What things did other
students include on their posters that helped you compare the numbers

“Let’s practice counting to 20.”

emonstrate counting to 20. ount to 20 as a class 1–2 times.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Lesson 21: om are Numbers

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to compare numbers 1–10.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .6, K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ompare numbers 1–10.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s figure out which number is more and
which is less.

Students can compare numbers in any way that makes sense to them. Students may

create groups of objects or draw groups of images and match to compare.

use the count sequence to compare.

begin to automatically know which numbers are less or more than a given number.

This lesson has a Student Section Summary.

ess or:

tu ents it  isabilities

ction and pression ( ctivity 1)

nglis  Learners

L 8 ( ctivity 2)

nstru tional outines

ct It ut (Warm-up)

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes or counters  ctivity 1,
ctivity 2

aterials from previous centers  ctivity 

aterials to o

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)  ctivity 2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ea er e e tion uestion

s you finish up this unit, re ect on the norms
and activities that have supported each student

•

•
•
•
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ctivity 1 10 min

ctivity 2 15 min

ctivity 20 min

Lesson Synthesis 5 min

in learning math. List ways you have seen each
student grow as a young mathematician
throughout this work. List ways you have seen
yourself grow as a teacher. What will you
continue to do and what will you improve upon
in Unit 

Unit 2, Section  heckpoint

ool o n (to be completed at the end of the lesson) 0 min

tan ar s lignments

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Lesson observations

tu ent es onses

ecognize numbers 1–10.

epresent numbers with drawings or objects in order to compare.

Use knowledge of the count sequence or understanding of magnitude of numbers to
compare numbers.

Use “more,” “less,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons of written numbers.

ddressing K. . .

ct It ut  Hand ut ilk

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .6

•
•
•
•

egin Lesson

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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The purpose of this warm-up is to allow students to connect language to mathematical representation,
which will be useful when students need to compare quantities and numbers in later activities. In the
synthesis, students have the opportunity to practice using the language “less” to compare quantities.

This warm-up gives students opportunities to make sense of a problem by acting it out first before
thinking about how to solve the problem ( P1).

nstru tional outines

ct It ut

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Tyler is handing out the drinks to his class.
9 students chose milk.
5 students chose water.

id fewer students choose milk or water

tu ent es onses

Sample responses

We can have 9 students pretend to choose
milk and 5 students pretend to choose water.

We can draw a picture to show the students
that chose milk and the students that chose
water.

Laun

roups of 2

isplay and read the story.

“What is the story about ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

ead the story again.

“How can you act out this story ”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

Share responses.

hoose a way to represent the story as a
class.

ead the story together.

nt esis

“ id fewer students choose milk or water
How do you know ” (Fewer students chose
water. I know that 5 is less than 9. 5 comes
before 9 when we count.)

“Tell your partner about the numbers 9 and 5
using less.’”

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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Which Number is ore

ti it  1 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to compare numbers in a way that makes sense to
them. Students can use physical objects or make drawings to represent each number ( P5), and
match or count to compare. Students can also use their knowledge of the count sequence and
understanding that each successive number refers to a quantity that is one more to compare the
numbers. In the synthesis students describe how creating representations of numbers helps to
compare numbers.

Action and ression  nternali e ecuti e unctions fter students decide which manipulative
they will use for the activity, invite students to plan a strategy for how they will use their
manipulatives to determine which number is more. If students choose to use counters, give them
access to 5-frames to help with the counting.
u orts accessi ility for  isual atial rocessing  once tual rocessing  rgani ation

ess or tu ents it  isabilities

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes or counters

tu ent a ing as  tatement

ircle the number that is more.

1.

2.

Laun

roups of 2

ive students access to connecting cubes
or counters.

“Work with your partner to figure out which
number is more. ircle the number that is
more.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

onitor for students who create

•
•
•

•
•
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tu ent es onses

1. 8. Sample responses

a. I counted out 8 cubes and 5 cubes. I
lined them up and matched them. The
line of 8 cubes has e tra cubes at the
end so 8 is more than 5.

b. I drew a line of 8 circles and a line of 5
circles so that they match. I can see
that the 8 has e tra circles, so 8 is
more than 5.

c. I know that when I count to 10, I say 5
first and then I say 8 later. 1, 2, , , 5,
6, , 8. The numbers get bigger as you
count, so 8 is more than 5.

2. 9

representations of the numbers using
cubes or a drawing and use these
representations to compare.

onitor for students who counted to figure
out which number is more.

nt esis

Invite previously selected students to share
the representations they made and how
they used them to figure out which number
is more.

“How did counting out the groups of
objects or drawing pictures help you figure
out which number is more ”

Invite previously selected students to share
how counting helped them compare the
numbers.

“We know 8 is more than 5. ompare these
numbers using less’.”

an ing tu ent in ing

If students circle the number that is less instead of the number that is more, consider asking

“What do you know about these two numbers  What are you trying to figure out “

“How can you use the cubes to show each number  How can the cubes help you figure out
which number is more “

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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Which Number is Less

ti it  2 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to write and compare numbers 1–10. Students
compare numbers in any way that makes sense to them.

 iscussion u orts ake sure that students can e plain how they know which number is
less. This invites groups to rehearse what they will say when they share with the whole class.
Ad ances  eaking  on ersing e resentation

ess or nglis  Learners

aterials to Gat er

onnecting cubes or counters

aterials to o

Number at 1-10 (groups of 2)

tu ent a ing as  tatement

Write the numbers you roll.
ircle the number that is less.

Laun

roups of 2

ive each group a number mat and 2
cubes. ive each group of students access
to connecting cubes or counters.

“We are going to roll two numbers and
figure out which number is less.”

Invite a student to act as your partner in
the demonstration.

“First we each roll a cube onto the number
mat.”

emonstrate rolling cubes onto the
number mat.

“Ne t we write both numbers on the lines.”

emonstrate writing each number on a
line.

“In the last activity we circled the number

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Write the numbers you roll.
ircle the number that is less.

tu ent es onses

Students represent each number with
objects and compare the objects to identify
which number is less.

Students draw a picture for each number
to identify which number is less.

Students identify the number that is less
using the count sequence.

that is more. Now we are going to circle the
number that is less. What could we do to
figure out if 8 or  is less ” ( ou could draw
pictures. ou could count out objects and
compare them. ou could think about
which number comes first when you
count.)

0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

emonstrate one student suggestion for
comparing 8 and .

“  is less than 8, so we circle the number .”

“It’s your turn to play the game with your
partner. ou will each roll one cube, write
down the numbers, and work together to
figure out which number is less.”

ti it

5 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

isplay 9 and 2.

“Which number is less  How do you know ”
(2. I know that 2 is small. 9 is a lot more.
When you count you come to 2 first which
means it is less.)

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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e uire  re aration

ather materials from

Less, Same, ore, Stages 1-

ath Libs, Stage 1

Number ace, Stage 1

enters  hoice Time

ti it  20 min

The purpose of this activity is for students to choose activities that offer practice with number and
counting concepts

Less, Same, ore

ath Libs

Number ace

aterials to Gat er

aterials from previous centers

tu ent a ing as  tatement

hoose a center.

Less, Same, ore

ath Libs

Laun

“Today we are going to choose from
centers we have already learned.”

isplay the center choices in the student
book.

“Think about what you would like to do
first.”

0 seconds  quiet think time

ti it

Invite students to work at the center of
their choice.

8 minutes  center work time

“ hoose what you would like to do ne t.”

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Number ace

8 minutes  center work time

nt esis

isplay student pages or materials from
centers throughout the units.

“What was your favorite center to work on
during this unit  What made it your favorite
center ”

Lesson nt esis 5 min

“ iego doesn’t know if  is more or less than . How could you help iego understand that  is more
than ” (I could tell him to show  fingers on his hands and show  fingers on my hands so he could
see  is more. I could tell him that when you count, you get to  but then you need to say more
numbers to get to  so it is more. I know that  is less than 5 and  is more than 5.)

tu ent e tion ummar

In this section we compared numbers. We used objects and drawings to help us figure out which
number is more and which is less.

•

•
•
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We also learned that we can use what we know about counting to compare the numbers.

1, 2, , , , 6, , , 9, 10

5 comes before 8 when we count.

5 is less than 8.
8 is more than 5.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Lesson 22: e i eria tional

tan ar s lignments

Lesson ur ose

The purpose of this lesson is for students to apply skills and their understanding of numbers 1-10 in
the conte t of pizza toppings.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .5, K. . .6, K. . .

ea er a ing Learning Goals

ompare groups of images and numbers
1–10.

onnect quantities with spoken number
words and written numbers.

Write numbers 1-10 to represent a
quantity.

tu ent a ing Learning Goals

Let’s count pizza toppings.

This lesson is optional because it does not address any new mathematical content standards. This
lesson does provide students with an opportunity to apply precursor skills of mathematical modeling.
In previous lessons students learned to connect quantities with spoken number words and written
numbers. They compared and wrote numbers up to 10. In this lesson, they apply the various skills
from the previous units in the conte t of pizza toppings. Throughout the lesson, students make sense
of problems and persevere in solving them ( P1).

In the first activity, students take a class order for a pizza and make the order. In doing so, they connect
the spoken number with the written number and a representation of the number. When students
translate a mathematical answer back into the conte t of a real world situation, they model with
mathematics ( P ).

In the second activity, students continue to take orders with up to 10 of any toppings for up to  types
of toppings and create a visual representation of the order. They analyze their orders by comparing the
different quantities. When students make choices and adhere to mathematical constraints, they model
with mathematics ( P ).

nstru tional outines

Notice and Wonder (Warm-up)

•
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aterials to Gat er

olored pencils or crayons  ctivity 1,
ctivity 2

aterials to o

Pizza rders (groups of 1)  ctivity 2

Lesson imeline

Warm-up 10 min

ctivity 1 15 min

ctivity 2 25 min

Lesson Synthesis 10 min

ea er e e tion uestion

heck-in with your norms and routines. re they
promoting engagement from all of your
students  re there any adjustments you might
make so that all students do math tomorrow

Notice and Wonder  Pizza Toppings

arm u 10 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6

The purpose of this warm-up is to elicit the idea that there are different quantities of toppings on each
pizza, which will be useful when students create pizzas with given numbers of toppings in a later
activity. While students may notice and wonder many things about these images, the number of
toppings is the important discussion point. Students use more, fewer, and the same as to describe the
quantities they see.

nstru tional outines

Notice and Wonder

tu ent a ing as  tatement

What do you notice

Laun

roups of 2

egin Lesson

•
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What do you wonder

ada s Pizza iego s Pizza

tu ent es onses

Students may notice

There are 2 pizzas.

There are different kinds of toppings
on the pizzas.

ne pizza has  white toppings. ne
has  white toppings.

Students may wonder

Which pizza has more toppings

What do the different colored toppings
represent

How many toppings are there on both
pizzas

“ ada and iego drew different personal
pizzas with sausage and olives on them.”

isplay the image.

“What do you notice  What do you wonder ”

1 minute  quiet think time

ti it

“ iscuss your thinking with your partner.”

1 minute  partner discussion

Share and record responses.

nt esis

isplay ada’s pizza.

“The black toppings represent sausages and
the white toppings represent olives. id she
put more sausages or more olives on her
pizza  How do you know ”

isplay iego’s pizza.

“Let’s take a look at iego’s pizza. id he put
fewer sausages or fewer olives on his pizza
How do you know ”

lass Pizza rder

ti it  1 15 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . . , K. . .5, K. . .6, K. . .

The purpose of this activity is for students to write numbers and draw images to represent each
written number. In this activity the teacher walks students through taking a class order. Students
draw the toppings on the pizza and then make comparisons in the synthesis.

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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aterials to Gat er

olored pencils or crayons

tu ent a ing as  tatement

tu ent es onses

Students draw toppings (in a way that makes
sense to them) that match the class order.

Laun

roups of 2

ive students access to colored pencils or
crayons.

“When you call a pizza shop to order pizzas,
they usually have lots of toppings on their
menu to choose from. The person who
answers the phone has to tell the chef
e actly what kind of toppings to put on the
pizza and how many of each.”

“We will create a class order for just one
pizza. ur topping choices are pepperoni,
sausage, olive, bell pepper, and pineapple.
We can have up to 10 of any topping.”

Invite 5 different students to share the
number of toppings for each option.

onsider role-playing as you take the
order.

“What toppings would you like ”

For each topping, ask “How many
 would you like ”

Students record the number for each
topping.

ti it

“Use our class order to draw the toppings
on the pizza.”

1 minute  independent work time

 minutes  partner work time

nt esis

For a few of the toppings, ask

“ re there more  or ”

“ re there fewer  or ”

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
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0 seconds  quiet think time

Share responses.

ore Pizza rders

ti it  2 25 min

tan ar s lignments
ddressing K. . .5, K. . .6, K. . .

The purpose of this task is for students to connect quantities with spoken number words and
written numbers and to write numbers independently up to 10. This activity gives students an
opportunity to practice their counting uency and to demonstrate understanding of written
numbers corresponding with specific quantities, regardless of arrangement.

aterials to Gat er

olored pencils or crayons

aterials to o

Pizza rders (groups of 1)

tu ent a ing as  tatement Laun

roups of 

ive an order sheet to each student.

“Take orders from your group. ou can
order a pizza with up to  kinds of
toppings. ou can have up to 10 of those
toppings.”

“ ach person will take turns as an order
giver and taker. veryone will listen to the
order, write down the number, and then
make the pizza.”

ti it

10 minutes  group work time

onitor for e planations that demonstrate

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
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understanding of written numbers
corresponding with specific quantities,
regardless of arrangement.

onitor for 2–  pizzas to share during
synthesis.

onitor for an order sheet that has at least
two toppings with the same amount for
lesson synthesis.

nt esis

isplay 2–  pizzas from students for all to
see.

“Which pizzas have more than 6 
topping of your choice  How can you tell ”

ount as a class or invite a student to count
the toppings.

“Which pizzas have less than  
topping of your choice  How can you tell ”

ount as a class or invite a student to count
the toppings.

isplay only one pizza.

“How do you know your pizzas are e actly
what the customer ordered ” (When I count
each topping they match the number on
the order.)

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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tu ent es onses

Students draw toppings to match each written
number. Students show that the topping
corresponds to the written number by counting
or other appropriate strategies.

Lesson nt esis 10 min

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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“Today we said, wrote, read, and compared numbers while we made pizzas by counting out and
drawing different toppings for our pizzas.”

isplay an order form.

“How many of each topping are on this pizza ”

Invite different students to read the order form.

“Use the word more’ to compare the toppings. Share with your partner.”

epeat the steps with fewer  and the same number.

Invite a few students to share their responses with the whole class.

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Core Knowledge MATHEMATICS
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Family Support
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Family Support Materials

Numbers 1–10
In this unit, students answer questions about how many objects
there are. Students count out and compare groups within 10 and
write numbers to represent how many.

Section A: Count and Compare Groups of Objects
In this section, students connect the quantities they see and the
spoken number words as they count to answer questions about
“how many”. They rearrange and count groups of objects, and
notice that the arrangement of objects does not affect the total
number of objects. Students compare groups of objects and use
the language of more and fewer, which may be new to them. For
example, students may compare a group of 7 objects to a group
of 2 objects.

Section B: Count and Compare Groups of Images
In this section, students begin by counting images for the first
time. This can be more challenging for students because images
cannot be rearranged and it can be more difficult to keep track of
which images they have counted. Students count groups of
images in lines, arrays, on 5-frames, in number cube
arrangements, and on fingers.

Kindergarten Unit 2
Numbers 1–10



Students count and compare images arranged on 5-frames and
images of fingers throughout the section. These images have the
structure of 5 and some more, which supports students to count
on from 5 to determine how many images there are.

Section C: Connect uantities and Numbers
In this section, students write numbers to represent quantity for
the first time in this section. Students continue their work from
Section  of counting groups of organi ed images, and begin to
count images arranged in a circle which requires students to
develop a method to keep track of which images they have
counted. Students also represent numbers by counting out
groups of objects and drawing groups of images.

For example, students match
the written numeral on the left
to the dots on the right side of
the page.

Kindergarten Unit 2
Numbers 1–10



Section : Compare Numbers
In this section, students compare written numbers. Students see
that, as they count, the numbers get larger and that there is 1
more each time. They find 1 more and 1 less than a given number
or group of objects. Students may compare written numbers in
several ways

reate a drawing of each number and use the drawings to
compare.

se mental images of numbers or number sense.

se the knowledge of the count sequence and know that
numbers that come later in the count sequence are greater.

ry it at ome
Near the end of the unit, ask your student to compare two
amounts of objects pencils, cups, fruit, etc.

uestions that may be helpful as they work

ow many  do you have  epeat for both sets of
objects.

hich one has more  hich one has fewer

ow do you know

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Numbers 1–10: End-of-Unit Assessment

1. Draw a line to match each picture with the number it shows.

Kindergarten Unit 2
End-of-Unit Assessment 1



. ow man  dots are there
rite a number to show how man  dots there are.

. a. ircle the roup that has more thin s.

b. ircle the roup that has fewer thin s.

Kindergarten Unit 2
End-of-Unit Assessment
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. a. ircle the number that is more.

b. ircle the number that is less.

. rite the missin  numbers.

Kindergarten Unit 2
End-of-Unit Assessment 3



CKMathTM

Core Knowledge MATHEMATICS
TM

Assessment 
Answer Keys

Check Your Readiness A, B, C and D
End-of-Unit Assessment



Unit 2 Section A Checkpoint

ssessment: e tion  e oint
ea er nstru tions

For this heckpoint ssessment, a full checklist for observation of students can be found in the ssessments
for this unit. The content assessed is listed below for reference.

ount up to 10 objects and know the number remains the same regardless of the arrangement of
objects.

Say one number for each object.

nswer how many without counting again.

nswer how many about a group that has been rearranged without counting again.

Use the structure of 5 (in 5-frames or on fingers) to count on from 5 to tell how many.

ompare the number of objects in groups of up to 10 objects.

ompare the number of objects in groups.

Use “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons.

ake groups with more than, fewer than, or the same number of objects as a given group.

•

•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Kindergarten

ssessment: e tion  e oint
ea er nstru tions

For this heckpoint ssessment, a full checklist for observation of students can be found in the ssessments
for this unit. The content assessed is listed below for reference.

ount up to 10 images in organized arrangements and know the number remains the same regardless
of the order in which the images are counted.

Say one number for each object.

nswer how many without counting again.

Use the structure of 5 (in 5-frames or on fingers) to count on from 5 to tell how many.

ompare the number of images in groups of up to 10 images.

ompare the number of images in groups.

Use “more,” “fewer,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons.

ake groups with more than, fewer than, or the same number as a given group.

•

•
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Unit 2 Section C Checkpoint

ssessment: e tion  e oint
ea er nstru tions

For this heckpoint ssessment, a full checklist for observation of students can be found in the ssessments
for this unit. The content assessed is listed below for reference.

Understand the relationship between number and quantity.

onnect quantities with spoken number words and written numbers.

atch groups of objects or images to the spoken number word that tells how many.

atch groups of objects or images to the written number that tells how many.

ount out 1–10 objects or draw 1-10 images to match a given number.

Write numbers 1–10.

•
•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Kindergarten

ssessment: e tion  e oint
ea er nstru tions

For this heckpoint ssessment, a full checklist for observation of students can be found in the ssessments
for this unit. The content assessed is listed below for reference.

ompare written numbers 1–10.

ecognize numbers 1–10.

epresent numbers with drawings or objects in order to compare.

Use knowledge of the count sequence or understanding of magnitude of numbers to compare
numbers.

Use “more,” “less,” and “the same number” to describe comparisons of written numbers.

•

Kindergarten, Unit 2
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Unit 2 End-of-Unit Assessment

ssessment: n o Unit ssessment
ea er nstru tions

ive students access to 5-frames and connecting cubes or two-color counters.

Problem 1

Solution

tan ar s lignments

Narrati e

Students count groups of images and match them with written numbers. Students may be able to
accurately count the groups of images but make errors with matching if they do not recognize the
written numbers. ead the task statement aloud.

onsider following up individually with students who do not yet answer this question correctly. sk
these students how many images there are to determine if they are able to count groups of images
accurately.

ddressing K. . , K. . .5

raw a line to match each picture with the number it shows.

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten

Unit 2 End-of-Unit Assessment

5



Kindergarten

Problem 2

Solution

tan ar s lignments

Narrati e

Students count a group of dots in a circle and write a number to show how many dots there are.
Students may be able to accurately count the group of dots but make errors because they do not
yet recognize or are not yet able to write numbers. eversals and incorrectly formed numbers are
e pected in kindergarten. The emphasis is on students writing a number that is recognizable to
others with practice. ead the task statement aloud.

onsider following up individually with students who do not yet answer this question correctly. sk
these students how many images there are to determine if they are able to count groups of images
accurately.

ddressing K. . . , K. . .5

How many dots are there
Write a number to show how many dots there are.

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Unit 2 nd-of-Unit ssessment6



Unit 2 End-of-Unit Assessment

Problem 

Solution

Problem 

tan ar s lignments

Narrati e

Students compare groups of images. In both cases, the number of images differs by 2 making the
comparison more accessible. If students answer incorrectly they may not yet understand the
meaning of more  and fewer . ead the task statement aloud.

ddressing K. . .6

a. ircle the group that has more things.

b. ircle the group that has fewer things.

a. 8 fingers

b.  dots

tan ar s lignments

Narrati e

Students compare two written numbers, complementing the previous item where they compare
collections of objects. Students who answer this question incorrectly may understand that a
quantity of  is less than a quantity of 6 and may not yet recognize the written numbers  and 6.

ddressing K. . .

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten7



Kindergarten

Solution

Problem 5

lternatively, they may still be learning the meaning of the words more and less. ead the task
statement aloud.

a. ircle the number that is more.

b. ircle the number that is less.

a. 6

b. 5

tan ar s lignments

Narrati e

Students use their knowledge of the count sequence to write the missing numbers. s with other
problems on the assessment, students may know how to say the count sequence but may draw
the incorrect numbers. Students who are struggling with counting in the correct order will likely
have di culty with most of the questions on this assessment. ead the task statement aloud.

ddressing K. . .

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Unit 2 nd-of-Unit ssessment8



Unit 2 End-of-Unit Assessment

Solution

Write the missing numbers.

2, , , 5, 6

Kindergarten, Unit 2

Kindergarten9
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Section   A
   

Checkpoint   

●
Count   up   to   10   objects   and   know

   the   num
ber   rem

ains   
the   sam

e   regardless   of   the   arrangem
ent   of   objects.   

●
Com

pare   the   num
ber   of   objects   in   

groups   of   up   to   10   objects.   

  
Say   one   
num

ber   for   
each   object.   

  

Answ
er   how

   
m

any   w
ithout   

counting   again.   

Answ
er   how

   
m

any   about   a   
group   that   has   
been   
rearranged   
w

ithout   
counting   again.    

U
se   the   

structure   of   5   
(in   5-fram

es   or   
fingers)   to   
count   on   from

   
5   to   tell   how

   
m

any.   

Com
pare   the   

num
ber   of   

objects   in   
groups.   

U
se   “m

ore,”   
“few

er,”   and   
“the   sam

e   
num

ber”   to   
describe   
com

parisons.   

M
ake   groups   

w
ith   m

ore,   
few

er,   or   the   
sam

e   num
ber   

of   objects   than   
a   given   group.   
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Section   B   
Checkpoint   

●
Count   up   to   10   im

ages   in   organized   
arrangem

ents   and   know
   the   num

ber   rem
ains   

the   sam
e   regardless   of   the   order   in   w

hich   the   
im

ages   are   counted.   

●
Com

pare   the   num
ber   of   im

ages   in   groups   of   up   
to   10   im

ages.   

  
Say   one   num

ber   
for   each   object.   

  
Answ

er   how
   m

any   
w

ithout   counting   
again.   

U
se   the   structure   

of   5   (in   5-fram
es   or   

fingers)   to   count   
on   from

   5   to   tell   
how

   m
any.   

Com
pare   the   

num
ber   of   im

ages   
in   groups.   

U
se   “m

ore,”   
“few

er,”   and   “the   
sam

e   num
ber”   to   

describe   
com

parisons.   

M
ake   groups   w

ith   
m

ore,   few
er,   or   

the   sam
e   num

ber   
than   a   given   
group.   
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Section C
Checkpoint

●
U

nderstand the relationship betw
een num

ber and quantity.
●

Connect quantities w
ith spoken num

ber w
ords and w

ritten
num

bers.

M
atch groups of objects or

im
ages to the spoken

num
ber w

ord that tells how
m

any.

M
atch groups of objects or

im
ages to the w

ritten
num

ber that tells how
 m

any.

Count out 1–10 objects or
draw

 1-10 im
ages to m

atch a
given num

ber.

W
rite num

bers 1–10.
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Section   D
   
  

Checkpoint   

●
Com

pare   w
ritten   num

bers   1-10.   

        

Recognize   num
bers   1–10.   

Represent   num
bers   w

ith   
draw

ings   or   objects   in   order   
to   com

pare.   
  

U
se   know

ledge   of   the   count   
sequence   or   understanding   
of   m

agnitude   of   num
bers   to   

com
pare   num

bers.   

U
se   “m

ore,”   “less,”   and   “the   
sam

e   num
ber”   to   describe   

com
parisons   of   w

ritten   
num

bers.   
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